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Young Wild West's Toughest Trail
Or,

BAFFLED

BY

BANDITS

By AN OLD SCOUT ·
CHAPTER !.- Saving a Fugitive.
'-.

Crang! The report of a Winchester rifle echoed
through a canyon in one of the wildest portions
of Nevada. Immediately following the report the
clatter of hoofs sounded, and around a bend came
a young man, riding as though for his life.
Hoarse shouts sounded behind him, telling only
too v,ell that he was being pursued, and, keeping his head low to his horse's neck, he held a
revolver and looked behind him, ready to fire at
an instant's notice.
Crang! Another shot rang out, and a bullet
clipped a lock of hair from the young man's
head. Crack! Crack! He fired two shots as a
dozen masked horsemen came around the bend,
but neithei- of them took effect.
"Stop, or you'll go down!" shouted a voic~ fl-om
the pursuing band. "We have got ter git yer,
an' that's all there is ter it! Stop, or you'll go
dGwn in a heap!"
But at this very moment hoofbeats sounded
ahead of the young man, and, much ,to his joy,
he saw three ridern coming up. Crack! He fired
a shot, which was more to show his defiance than
anything else, and then t11e masked riders suddenly saw the help that was coming to the fugitive: They reined in their steeds as "if by magic,
though they numbered a round dozen, and easily
should have held more than their own with the
three newcomers. Around the bend, the way
they had come, they galloped, not firing another
shot or uttering a shout. The young man who had
met with such a narrow escape brought his horse
to a halt as the three strangers appeared on the
scene, and exclaimed:
"Thank you, friends! You were just in time
to save my life, I guess. I have had a hard time
of it the last two days. I have been pursued over
fifty miles by that gang."
"Is that so ? " asked one of the trio, a handsome, dashing looking boy, with a wealth of light
che8;nut hair hanging over his shouldel'S. "I
reckon we were just in time, then."
The two companions of the boy nodded at this,
but said nothing.
One of thern was a tall,
straight man, with long black hair and mustache,
and the other was a boy of about the same age
as the speaker. All three were attired in fancy
hunting suits of buckskin, and one glance at them
would have told a keen observer that they were
genuine Westerners of the real, old-fashioned
type.
Armed with Winchester rifles, Smith & Wesson

six-shooters and hunting knives, t hey certainly
showed up .in a rather formi dable way, even
though two of them were but boys. But though
they were boys in years, they were men in ever y
other sense of the word, for they had bj!en
brought up in a part of the West where it waE
necessary to k now how to ride and shoot, and constant practice had about made them perfect. The
bronzed face of the tall man, and his bearing in
general, told that he was one of the scouts and
Indian fighters that so mucn has been written
about, and who have been of such great service in
pushing civilization toward the setting sun. Th€
horses the three were 1nounted upon were perfect specimens, the one the dashing boy wit:p the
long hair had being a sorrel stallion as beautiful
to look upon as a picture. The young man, who
claimed to have been pursued over fifty miles b;i;
the masked men, sat on his steaming mustang in
silence, while he looked at the trio in admiration.
"Can't you help me out? The villains have got
a young lady and her father a prisoner away
down in a deep canyon, fifty or more miles from
here. They had me, too, but I managed to get
away, and as soon as I got ,a horse I started to
find some one to save them."
"What's that you say?" the boy with the long
chestnut hair asked quickly. "Is your name Horace Hill?"
"Yes, that is mY· name," was the rejoinder,
while the young man looked at the boy wonderingly.
"And you have been missing from the little
mining tovm of RP.cl Bird, along with the rich
mine owner, Burton Vail, and his daughter, for
nearly tlll'ee weeks?"
"Yes, we have bee;, held all that time for a
ransom by a band of bandits led by a villainous
Mexican calied C::>.rlos the Fiend. But I got away,
as I just said. But who are you, and how did
you hear about this?"
"Well, before we take the trail of the bandits
I'll tell you who we are. I am Young Wild West,
and these gentlemen are my partne,·s, Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart. We got ,...-ind of the abduction of two rne:1 and a young lady up in Carson City, and we thong-ht we had better get on
the trail. There is a big reward offered fol' the
safe return of the missing ones; but it was not
so much on that account as to hunt ·up adventur~
and do a good turn to humanity at the same tim~
thM started us off. I reckon we haven't been ver]
long in finding a clue, eh, boys?"
The boy's partners promptly nodded to show
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that they agreed with him. It was just then
that a Chinaman came in sight. He was mounted
on a piebald broncho, and was leading a pack
horse. This was Hop Wah, the hired man of
Young Wild West and his pa1-tners. Our hero
had been in garson City on a little business, and,
hearing about the capture and abduction of the
mine owner and his daughter and a young man
companion, he had, as he just informed Horace
Hill, decided to go in search of them.
Leaving the wife of Cheyenne Charlie and the
two girls, who we1·e known as the sweethearts of
Young Wild West and Jim Dart, at a hotel with
some friends, they had set out the day before to
hunt for the missing trio. It was now near the
close of the second day they had been on the
hunt, and they were elated to find one of the
missing persons, and to have seen the bandits.
Young Wild West was known as the Champion
Deadshot of the West and Prince of the Saddle,
and his coolness, daring, and wonderful exploits
had made him known far and near as tl1e greatest
of all heroes of the wild West. Cheyenne Charlie, who had put in several years as a Government scout, was an expert in that line, though he
was one of the sort who p1·efers to be led than
to themselves lead. With Jim Dart it was the
same way, in this respect. He could ride and
shoot, and possessed a com·age that was undaunted, but he lacked the ability to lead and to think
quickly. All three were owners of valuable mining lands in various parts of the West, so they
had money to pay their way anywhere they chose
to go.
"Here comes ther heathen," said Cheyenne
Charlie, the scout. "I reckon we'll foller ther trail
till it gits . time ter halt fur ther night, eh,
Wild?"
"Yes, Charlie," was the reply. "There is no
use in pushing our horses any harder than necessary. Our friend's, here, looks as though it
couldn't get a great deal further, anyhow."
"Yes, I have been riding hard to-day," said
Hill, shaking his head sadly. "The bandits kept
me on the go pretty well. Every time I would
halt for a rest they would suddenly pop in sight.
Sometimes they would have masks on their
faces, and sometimes they would not. This last
time was the closest they ever got to me, and
that was because I could not see them at a distance. Gentlemen, I am very glad I met you.
But don't you think it will be rather foolhardy
for four of us to try and rescue Burton Vail and
his daughter? There are about fifteen of the
bandits, ,all told, and they are all desperate men."
"Oh, I don't know," answered our hero, in an
indifferent sort of way. "I reckon we'll be good
for fifteen bandits, all right. We have managed
to pull through, too. How about it, boys?"
"We have always pulled through in fine shape,"
Jim Dart replied, while the scout g-ave a nod and
added:
"An' yer kin bet all you're worth that we'll pull
through this time!"
_The young deadshot smiled and, turning to
Hill again, said:
"You must remember that we are not the only
ones in search of Mr. Vail and his daughter. I
suppose there are as many as forty men looking
f9r them. The chances are that we will not be
·
altogether alone at the finish."

"Oh!" and Horace Hill looked a bit relieved.
"You haven't much in the line of weapons, I
see."
"No; I happened to get hold of a revolver, and
as I had half a box of cartridges in my pocket,
I was able to put up a little fight just now. But
I couldn't hit anything when I shot. One of the
villains came near putting an end to me wit'h a
rifle shot, however. _4. bull~t clipped off a lock of
my hair."
"Well, a miss is as good as a mile, they say.
Now come on with us. We'll take it along easy.
How far is it through this canyon ? "
"About eight miles, I should say."
"And how is the country the other side?"
"Well, it is a fine country for a few miles, after
you leave the canyon."
"Any water?"
"Yes; plenty."
"All right. That is where we will go into camp,
then. Come on!"
They had all dismounted, but now they got in
the saddle again, and then they pushed on in the
direction the masked riders had taken.
"Wild," said the · scout, as they got a round the
bend in the trail, "I reckon it would be a good
idea ter let ther heathen go a little ahead of us.
If them galoots happen ter be waitin' they won't
be apt ter shoot him. He's too fonocent-Iookin'
fur any one ter shoot at, yer know."
"Well, maybe that would be a good idea," answered Wild, with a smile. "How about it, Hop?"
"Me no wantee gittee shootee, so be, Misler
Wild," was the Chinaman's reply.
"I suppose not. Well, never mind. You foUow
on behind. I reckon that will do."
They had covered almost a qua1·ter of a mile
when a shot rang out and the hum of a bullet
was heard. Young Wild West called a halt instantly, and then he sat still in the saddle, his
Winchester ready to shoot. Both he and his
friends had looked for the smoke that came fr-om
the 1;ifie, but they had not been quick enoug·h .
Just then another report sounded, and the bullet
flattened against a rock a few feet to the right
of them. They all saw the smoke this time, and
Young Wild West's rifle flew to his shoulder.

CHAPTER II.-On the Trail of the Bandits.
The dashing young deaclshot caught sight of
the crouching fonn of a man close to a cedar, a
good three hundred yards away. It was this fellow who had fired the shots at them, so Wild did
not hesitate to draw a bead on him. Crang!
Then all saw the crouching form suddenly stand
erect, totter for a moment, and then come rolling
down the hill.
"That is one less, anyhow," said our hero, shaking his head. "I don't like to do such things, but
when a galoot tries twice to kill you, and fails
both times, there is 110 use in giving him a third
trial. The third time generally succeeds, is an
old saying, and I have found that it is true mora
often than not true."
"Any galoot what- wears a mask ain't fit ter
live, anyhow," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, who
was waiting for the chance to get a shot at the
villains. "Ther quicker all sich is put out of ther
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way, ther better it will be fur honest folks. But wa.s so comfortable in the little camp that Horace'
Hill was glad to take the advice of Young Wild
then--"
West, · after a while, ,and lay down and rest. ThE
He stopped short and shook his head.
young man surely needed it, for he had passed
"But what, Charlie?" queried Jim Dart.
"Well, if all sich galoots as they was out of several sleepless nig}Jts since his capture by the
ther land of ther livin', there wouldn't be no ex- band1ts. He was soon fast asleep, and breathing
citement fer us. Huntin' gri.zzlies an' other bears regulal'ly. A couple of hours flitted by. It wa~
is a lively sort of pastime, but a feller is apt ter evident that the baadits had gone on, or that they
git tired of it. No! I reckon we ·ve got ter have had gone into camp somewhere. Dividino- themoutlaws an' bandits, an' sich like. An' we've got selves into watches, our friendns made 1~ady to
ter hunt 'em down an' make 'em quit ther game. pa!:'s t11e ni:ght. But nothing was seen or heard o1
the villair1s, and when daylight at last came they
It's all right, boys!"
He smiled in spite of the situation he was plac- all felt relieved. When the sun showed above thE
ed in. It ·was evident that the bandits had had line of the eastern horizon Wild, who had stooo
quite enQugh of it for the time being, for in about the last watch, awoke the rest. Hop was the las1
five minutes they saw a cloud of dust farther up to get up, for he was a pretty good sleeper, espethe canyon, and then they could discern the forms cially ,vhen he knew that he had the right sort oJ
people to stand guard for him.
of horsemen beating a retreat.
"Get the breakfast ready, Hop," said our hero,
"Come on, boys," said Wild. "We want to get
to that camping spot Lefore the sun goes dow11. "We want to get on the trail as soon as possible.
It i •g etting late in the day, and when it gets The chances are that we will haYe some livel:\
work before the duy is over."
dark in this region it, does it mighty quick."
"Allee light, Misler Wild; me likee allee same€
On rode our friends through the canyon, which
was pretty straig·ht, for the most pa1·t, and just lively workee, allee-'samee ,;elly muchee," was thE
as they reached the end of it and came upon a reply.
Hop was a ·sort of practical joker, a smart
comparatively level stretch of land, the sun dissle1g·ht-of-hand pe1former, a lover of g·ambling'.
appeared below a range to the west of them.
"Here we are, boys!" exclaimeLI Young ·wild and was very fond of whisky, commonly caileJ
"\'vest, as they reached a running brook that t:mg-lefoot in those parts. When the o·irls accory,_threaded its way through a little grove of perh:aps panied our three friends, they alway~ had Hop'~
a dozen trees. "I reckon we'll be pretty safe brother "·ith them. He "·as a ftrst-c;ass cook and
here. If the galoots come back to tackle us, they he went along j;ist ·for that purpose. How~ver,
c~a't get here "·i.t110ut crossing an open space. for Hop knew enough ubout it to furnish them,with a
good rn?al w~e_n they wanted it, and, being nea,t
this is like an island in the desert."
and qmte w1llrng, there was seldom any fault
"That's right," Jim Dart answered. "T reckon
with him. Charlie and Jim went to see to
they'll have a hard time getting up close enough :found
and Hill followed them. The animal~
ho.i'ses
the
to do any damage, Wild. This place is all right had fared well during· the night and were in fi,1e
for a camp."
shape for what was ahead of them.
The horses were soon turned out to graze on
''This mustang belongs to one of · the bandits"
the patch of luxuriant grass at the edge of the said the young man, as he pointed to the ste~d
little stream, and then our friends hastened to he had made his escape with. "I could not ge1
get the camp in shape. It did not take long to do my own horse, so I took the first one I could lay
this, since they had nothing like a tent with them. hands on."
·
The pack horse carried blankets, both woolen · "You had your horse with you when you were
and rubber, so they were well provided for in captured, then?" our hero observed inquiringly.
ca .,e of rain. They bad \vith them a good stock
"Oh, yes. We wt're out taking a little ride
of provisions, such as they would need, outside of when the villains caught us. IY'.liss Vail has althe game they shot, and soon Hop was kindling a ways been fond of ri_ding a shoTt distance in the
fire to get the evening meal ready. The purple early morning, whenever the opportunity affordin the i:>ast had now changed to a ve1·y dark blue, ed. Her fathe1· accompunietl us on this particuand in the west the sta1·s were coming out. Night lar morning, and the bandits, who had evidently
was upon them, and it had taken but a few min- planned the capture, were waiting for us."
ute, -for it to come. The brightly burning fire
After breakfast they mouuted their horses and
soon put a cheerful aspect on the scene, and when started on the trail of the bandits.
·
t'.ie odor of broiling venison shut out the perfume
brookthe
to
close
of the wild flowers that grew
r,ide the scout sniffed the ah and gave ,a nod of
satisfaction.
'· f knowe<l I was git.tin' hungry," he observed,
CHAPTER !IL-The Ambuscade That Failed.
"but not half as much as I do now. Hurry ther
grub along, Hop."
The- bandits had not given up the idea of get".N(e havee leady allee samee pletty quickee, ting hold of the young man who had succeeded
Ml:;ler Charlie," was the reply. "Me velly muchee in escaping from their quarters, as will be seen.
·
git tee hustle on, so be."
Carlos the Fiend, as he was proud to call himHop did work pretty lively, and it was not long self, was not that kind of a man. He had led
before the meal was ready for them. But during the pur.suit of Hill, and though it had been a Jona
the time they had been there at ltiast one of the o~e, he was just a~ det~rmined as ever to gel
pa1.ty had been on the watch for the appearance hm1. He wanted him alive, to9, for he realized
of the bandits. They did not show up, however, ~hat he would be more apt to fail in his purpost
so the meal was eaten without intenuption. It if the young man were killed. The b_ullet that cul
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a lock of hair from Hill's head had been fired by had scarcely looked behind him when he saw the
one of the members of the band who had become smoke of a fire, and then his keen eyes easily dereckless and allowed his own feelings in the mat- tected the camp at the little gi-ove, narly three
ter to get the best of him. Carlos had reprimand- miles away.
ed him sharply for firing to kill, and finally when
"They are comin'!" he exclaimed. "They ain't
the same man fell under the unerring aim of as fur away as I thought they was, an' they've
Young Wild West, he felt but little concerned.
been there all nrght, too. Whew! They must
"Served him right for wantin' ter do too much," have plenty of grit ter think of follerin' us, boys!
he said to the 1·est of the men. "Bill always be- I should think that after young Hill had told 'em
lieved in killin', no matter what any one else about ther way he was ketched an' carried
thought. We don't know who them three galoots by us they wouldn't want ter tackle us. away
An'
is what's jined in with Hill, but it's best ter steer there's only three of 'em, too!"
clear of 'em an' not give 'em a chance ter pick us
"An' one of 'em is a mighty good shot," added
off. I reckon they kin shoot too ti·ue ter be Riley, shrugging his shoulders.
fooled with very much."
"An' Bill got his medicine," chimed in another.
Carlos was a halfbreed Mexican, but he had "There was jest twelve of us at ther start, an'
been brnught up in the haunts of the American now there's only 'leven." .
miners, and his words would never make him to
"Well, that don't say as there's goin' ter be
appear as anything else but a rough Westerner, less, does it'?" said Carlos half defiantly. any
such as are still to be found at the various min- reckon we're a mighty poor lot_of galoots if "I
we
ing camps throughout the West. The bandits can't settle them three! So long as we kin keep
camped at a point about two miles from where 'em follerin' us we'll be gittin' Hill closer
our
our friends stopped over ni:ght, and they were up hangout, won't we? It's most likely them tothree
and stirring bright and early the next morning.
galoots had sta1-ted after us ter try an' locate
"Them galoots will have a tough time of it where we've got ther captives.
at all
follerin' us ter our headquarters , even if we give likely that they mean ter try an' Itgitain't
'em away
'em ther chance ter do it, I reckon," observed Car- from us. It's their idea that they kin find
us
los. "But whiat could they do, even if they did an' then they'll :g o back an' fetch about fifty men
git there'? They'd simply fall victims ter us, thei-e. But don1 t none of yer think that they'll
ther same as others has done! I reckon our head- ever fetch any one ter fight us. They'll never live
quarters is where it can't be found, boys. It's a ter get back ter Red Bird !"
mighty good headquarters , an' jest who built our
The words of the leader cheered the men, and
house no one knows. I was ther one ter diskiver they
all brightened up. Then they continued on
it, ·an' when I did I done somethin' that was
their way toward the south, whe1·e their snug
mighty smart, an' I know it!"
.
"Yer sartinly did, Cap," one of the men an- head()Jlarters lay hidden in a canyon that the feet
but few white men had ever traveled. Over
swered, nodding his approval at what the villain- aof route
that was stony and flintlike in many
ous leader said. "Oh, we'll git ther ransom money, all right. I ain't been worryin' about that. places they made their way, and when they had
If it don't come by ther end of ther week I'd covered about five miles from the spot where they
had remained in camp overnight, they came to
jest double the1· price, if I was you."
.
"That's jest . what I'm goin' ter do, Riley. the timber Carlos had spoken of. It was then
You've got ther same idea as I have. Well, you're that the villain caught sight of five riders, one of
a putty smart galoot, anyhow; an' that's why I whom was leading a pack horse.
"So there's five of 'em, eh?" observed the vilalways leaves you in charge when I can't be with
lainous leader of the bandits. "I didn't see but
ther boys."
"All right, Cap. You've always found me ter three when they interfered with us last night.
be wiUin' ter do my share, an' yer always will, But it makes no difference. If there were ten of
'em I wouldn't be alarmed none."
too."
.
It w.as a rather scanty breakfast -that the vil· Our friends-for they were the ones they saw
lains had, for they had started in pursuit of Hill -were fully ftve miles away, and though the air
in such a huny that they had neglected to pre- of the Nevada mountains is very clear, they could
pare for such a long trip. But game was plenti- not tell that one of them was a Chinaman. They
ful, and they had stocked up with it on the way. took to the timber, and then it was that they beThe breakfast over, they took a look around, and gan looking for a spot to ambush the J;la:rty.
as it so happened that our friends were the About two miles toward the heart of the hmber
other side of a high rise, and the smoke from they found what they thought was a good place
their campfire did not show, they were not sus- for it. and they came to a halt and made · their
pected of being near. It occurred' to Carlos that preparations. There was a little open spot here
probably they had turned back, so they might es- which was sunounded on all sides by a thicket.
cort Hill safely to Red Bird, and this made him Across this the villains rode, and, forcing their
feel a bit worried. In such a case, a posse might way through the thicket, turned and came back a
be led to the place where the father and daughter short clistance. Then it was that the halt was
were confined. That meant a big fight, and per- made, and they dismounted. After a long wait
haps defeat to the bandits. There was another they heard the sound..« of horses' hoofs .
"Leave ther horses here an' sneak up, boys," ridge about a mile distant, and Carlos decided to
take a good look over the back trail when they whispered Carlos, when he felt sure that those
reached it, and make sure about it. The sun was approaching were. coming straight to the open
less than half an hour high when the band of spot.
villains set out. The ridge was soon reached, and
The villains crept up to the edge of the thicket
lhen it was that Carlos called a halt.
Bvt he and waited. The se who had rifles held them
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ready t o. shoot, while the others gripped their
revolvers.
"Make sure work of ther galoots, but don't hit
ther man what we want," said the leader.
But just then the sounds of the approaching
horses suddenly ceased. Five minutes passed and
then they heard the sounds of galloping hoofs.
But they were going around the other side of the
opening, and that meant that they had been outwitted.
"To ther horses !" cried Carlos, springing to his
feet. "They've found out what we're up ter, an'
are goin' on! Come on, boys!"

CHAPTER IV.-The Bandits Are Fooled Again.
When Young Wild West and his friends reached the timbei·, they were on the lookout for the
bandits. Our hero and his partner expected that
they would wait for them -in ambush, and they
did not mean to allow them to gai11 their point.
"Just keep your eyes open, boys," Wild said.
"I reckon we won't keep very close to their trail.
·
We'll ride off to the left a little."
The trail leading through the woods was a
plain one, and after they had picked out a course
to follow, which they believed would bring them
out near the point the bandits were apt to emerge
from at the other side, they started ahead. When
they had · covered about half a mile they suddenly came upon the trnil , and after finding the 1irection it went, they turned off .to the left agam.
"That was ther time they could have had us, if
they'd been there waitin'," observed Charlie,
shrugging his shoulders. "But I s'pose they're
Iookin' fur a place where they kin have a clean
rake at us. They couldn't do so very much here,
because there'.s too many trees."
Wild TIQdded at this remark.
"That's right, Charlie," he said.
On the alert for danger, they continued on, going at a pretty quick pace, for the pack horse did
not have so much of a load. When another half
mile had been covered our hero called a halt, and,
turning to Jim, said:
"I r eckon it will be a good idea for you to
climb t hat t all t ree. over there and have a look
around, Jim. You are mighty good at climbing,
and you won't mind it."
"Certainly I w on't mind it," was the reply, and
in less t han a minute the boy had dismounted and
was ascending the tree, which towered several
feet above any of the rest near it. Up he went,
with the agility of a squirrel, and in a very short
time he was at the top. A better time and place
could not have been selected for this move, for
almost the first thing the boy saw, a mile ahead,
was the band of villains riding through the natural clearing in the woods. Jim got a line on
what they were up to, and, after carefully measuring t he distance and impressing the direction
on his mind, he descended the tree.
"Well, I reckon I've found out about a11 I
could expect to," he said.
"Did you see anything of them?" Wild asked.
"Yes/' and then he related just what he had
seen.
Our hero gave a nod of satisfaction.
"That's all right," he declared. "I reckon they
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have got to try again, if they mean to catch us
napping. Now we'll go on again. Jim, you lead
the way."
Dart nodded, and then, mounting his horse, he
rode off at the head of the little column. Threefourths of a mile further on they again came to
a halt, and once more Wild told Jim to climb a
tree. There was not such a high one to be found
this time, but there were several that would answer the purpo;;e, and once he was at the top o1
one of them Dart soon located the villains, right
close by, too. He soon came down and reported,
and then they started straight ahead, following
the bandits' trail. They went rather cautiously
until Jim pointed out where the open space was,
and then they started on a gallop. Wild held up
his hand and reined in his horse when he thought
they had gone far enough, and then, dismounting,
he started on foot toward the spot Jim pointed
out as the hiding place of the villains. In less
than two minutes the dashing young deadshot
Was viewing the crouching scoundrels. He felt
like letting them know he was there, but prudence forbade him, as there were too many of
them to get in an open fight with. So he turned
and went back to his waiting companions.
"Come on," he whispered. "We'll go around to
the left and .g et ahead of them. It makes no difference whether they hear us or not," he said.
"If they do hear us, they will know that we were
not so easy to catch as they thought we were."
The next minute they were riding through the
woods at a sharp clip. Once past the place where
the bandits were in hiding, Wild called out sharply for the Chinaman to get the pack horse on a
lively move, and then away they went.
"Now, then, look out for them," he advised,
as he held his rifle in readiness. "They are apt
to get mad and try to do us some damage."
They had not got farther than a hundred yards
when the truth of this was evidenced. Crang!
Crang ! Two rifle shots sounded, and the bullets
hit trees that were very close to our friends.
"They couldn't hit us in a week!" exclaimed
Cheyenne Charlie, with a chuckle. "There's too
many trees fur that."
On they 1·ode, picking their way through the
woods as best they could. No more shots were
fired until the emd of the timber was reached, and
then, as our friends were compelled to take to
the open country, the villains clashed out and gave
pm·suit. The scout was watching at the time,
howeve1·, and his rifle spoke. Down \vent one
bandit, making their number one less. Hugging
the edge of . the timber, they kept on at a gallop,
the pack horse showing great speed just then.
The villains halted to pick up the body of the
man the scout had shot, and this gave our friends
a chance to get pretty well out of range. As
they rode off to the right, they suddenly came
upo_n the trail that Horace Hill had left when he
was fleeing from the bamlits.
"I see," he said, as he recognized the surroundings. "The villains are not going back the same
way. Probably they mean to shorten the distance. I think it must have been a pretty roundabout way that I came, anyway."
"lt isn't likely that they will go much out of
their way, if they are really bent on getting back
in a hurry," Wild answered. "But you can bef
that they want to get rid of us before they get
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"Yes," was the reply. "I think I have s,3en
them at Red Bird. Yes! I know I have now.
"To tell the truth, I can't say. It was in the One of them is the She1;ff of the county."
"Is that so? Well, I i-eckon we can make it
clark th2t I was taken to it, and when I left yesterday morning' it was not yet light. I could not hot for the galoots, with the four of them to help
see a thing but the dark sides of the canyon it us. \Ve'll get a move on us, and if we ran catch
was in. I came out through some kind of an up to tJ1e111 before they get to the hiding place
opening, and that is all I know. It was through we will make it hot for them, and possibly catch
ihem and make them tell where their <;aptives
a hole in a natural wall of rock that I had to
come to get out of the place, which is a little are."
The four men roqe up in a rather cautious w;y,
valley, I should judge."
Here and there the trail was lost, but they for it was evident that they were not sm:e but
managed to pick it · up ev:)ry time. Meanwhile that they were approaching foes. But Hill ,won
the bandits had gone on straight., and were now walked out in plain view a;d waved his hat to
ahead of our friends. The loss o-f the second man them, and then they came on at a gallop.
"He1lo, ·sheriff Holbert!" called out the >·otmg
had made them mo1·e cautious than ever, though
they were all very bitter against their enemies, as man. '·I am g·lad to see you here. We need you."
"Great Jupiter!" cried the Shei·iff, looking at
might be supposed.
"Ther next time we try it, we won't do no Hill in amazement. "ls it you, young man?"
"Yes, jt is, Sheriff. There isn't any mistake
shootin' at all," said Carlos, shaking his head.
"We'll jest ketch 'em an' make ·em prisoners. about that. I got away from Carlos the Fiend.
Shootin', as fu l' RS we'1·e concerned, don't amount But Mr. Vail and his daughter are still in their
ter anything. But when they shoot they do power."
The Sheri ff and hi,: men rode up and came to a
somethin' every time. We'll ketch 'em alive an'
halt.
then fix 'em afterwtaTd."
"Hello!" he exclaimed suddenly. "It's Ycnmg
'·That's what's thei- matter, Cap," answered
Hiley, nodding his approval. "We'll jest rig a ·wild West, or I'm drearnin'!"
Wild now remembered of having met the man
little trap fm· 'em."
in Carson City. and he promptly stepped forward
"That's it! A trap!" cried one of the others.
"All right. As soon as we git ter ther next and sh ook his hand.
"Yve're here; all right. Sheriff Holbert," he said;
gully we'll fix up one," said Carlos, nodding, as
though he consicleTed it would be quite an easy "and we are on the trail of the bandit~, too. Glad
to see you, as there are ten of them, and your
thing to .no.
They pushed on until noon, not bothering much help ,vill come in handy. You've got three good
about looking- behind them, for they knew they men with you, I suppose?"
"I recko-n so, my boy. I picked out three of
easily outdistanced the l)a.ck horse our friends
had with ihern. The bandits were now "·ithin ther best I could find an' swore 'em in as depufifteen miles of their secret qnarters, they having ties. They're hot after ther five thousand dollars
come in a straight line for it. The biggest part reward, yer know."
. "See h~re, youn 7 fel_ler!" said one o-f -phe men,
of the wav thev hacl come showed no tracks, but
Carlos feit that their pursuer~ would find the d1smountmg and scepp111g· up to our hero, "that's
way, just the same, a1vl he was taking the a funny sort of a question yer jest asked ther
chance;; that they would. If the__y did not, it S~eriff. What do yer s'pose he would bring with
might be all the better, he was almost ready to hnn-a Jot of fourflushers? That's a very inadmit. But they would lose Hill in that case, sultin' question you jest asked. An' ifs all ther
tnd he wanted him badly, so he could turn him worse fur coinin' from a boy, too!"
''Oh, I don't know," answered Vvilcl, in his cool
rree with the mine owner and his daughter when
the ransom ·was paid. It was but a few minutes and easy way. "I always make it a point to find
l efore one o'clock when they came to just the out what kind of men I am going to have to help
me. I know pretty well that the She1·iff is all
i uot that would be suitable to make a trap for
r:1r friends, and then they halted and set about righ_t, am! I suppose it would be a foregone conclusion that he ' would pick out deputies who 2.re
to do it.
ready _to fight._ I asked that question just because 1t came m my mind; I didn't mean that it
should hurt the feelings of anv one."
CFIAPTER V.-The Sheriff and His Deputies.
"See here! rm Dippy Tom,'an' I'm a bad man!
\'/hen noon came, Young Vlild West and his I don't allow no one ter insult me, even if I am
f1· ends halted in: a Ji ttle grove on the side o.f with ther Sheriff an' it's a fliend of his what
I e mountain range and prepared to rest and eat does it. I want you ter know that I ain't no
: · ( , r dinner. They had just got the fire going slouch,_an' that I kin take care of myself in any
r at was to cook the meal for them when they kinn of a _game every time!"
"Al_l right. my friend. Don't let us quarrel
1-oticed four horsemen approaching. They were
coming from the came direction they had trav- over it. I am glad that you are one of the kind
<·rsecl themselves, and one good look at them told wl10 arc not afiaid to fac~ bullets. We are going
oar friends that they were not bandits. Any- to have a tough old time of it with these bandits,
how, they did not have any appearance of being and good m~n are what we want. I don't see as
such. They had seen the smoke- of the fire, and your two fnends there got insulted from what I .
they were undoubtedly heading that way to find .. just said."
"Easy, Dippy!" spoke up the Sheriff, looking at
out who was there.
"Somebody searching for you ancl your com- the angered man a trifle .uneasy. "Young Wild
panions, most likely," said Wild, nodding to Hill. West is all right. He's ther Ghampion Dead shot

very close to their hangout.
ing place is -it, anyhow?"

What sort of look-
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of the west, an' yer kin bet he knows what's what
every time! Jest take it easy. I know you're a
feller what don't stand no foolin'; but yer had
better look over this. I swore yer in 'cause I
knowed yer was a brave man."
"That's right, Tom," chimed in one of the deputies. "Don't go an' kick up any trouble."
"No!" chimed in the other. "Ther chances is
that we'll git all ther trouble we want with them
galoots what's got Burton Vail an' his daughter."
But Dippy Tom was not to be appeased so
easily.
"I want ter show this here boy that I'm full
of sand, an' that I ain't afraid of nothin'," he insisted. "I don't allow no young galoot like him
ter insult me, whether he's ther champion deadshot or whether he ain't!"
"See here, Dippy Tom," said Wild coolly. "I
reckon you won't be satisfied until you have
showed me what you can do. Go ahead!"
"Well, I'll tell yer what I kin do, Young Wild
West-I kin pick you up and shake a little of
ther freshness out of yer! Then you'll know
enough not ter ask a Sheriff if he's got good men
with him. Do yer want ter see me do it?"
"Yes; go ahead."
The boy spoke in such a calm, tantalizing way
that the bad man completely lost his temper.
"Look out fur me!" he bawled out. "I don't
want ter hurt yer any; but you're drivin' me ter
take hold of yer. Keep your mouth shet tight,
or I'll be apt ter shake some of yer teeth out!''
So saying, he made a grab for the -boy, notwithstanding that the Sheriff called out for him
to stop. Wild knew that the best thing he could
do was ta "'ive the bad man a surprise and a lesson at the° same time. He cleverly dodged the
grab that was made for him, and then he quickly
threw his arm across his throat and, catching him
over his knee, sent him sprawling upon the
ground.
"Wow! " cried the Sheriff, a broad grin cxeeping over his face. "I reckon that was done putty
neat! Now, Dippy, maybe you'll let Young Wild
West alone."
"I'll kill him; that's what I'll do!" roared the
man, as he scrambled · to his feet and jerked a
revolver from the holster. "I'll--"
Crack! Wild knew what was likely to come,
and he pulled his six-shooter in a jiffy and fired.
"Ouch!" yelled the bad man, as the weapon
flew from his hand. "Great pizen-bugs ! What
have I struck?"
Our hero had simply hit the revolver with a
bullet; just grazing one of his fingers at the same
time, and this was quite enough to make him let
go of it.
"You've struck ther Champion Deadshot of ther
West, that's all, Dippy," said the Sheriff. who was
;iiow laughing in a hearty fashion. "Jest thank
him fur not puttin' that bullet through your heart.
He could have done it mighty easy, an' it was
mi,hty good in him fur not doin' it, as you was
g-om' ter l~t daylight through llim."
"Well, I didn't mean that I was goin' ter shoot
him," was the retort, as the man wilted and
shrugged his shoulders. "I was putt:v mad, an' I
wanted ter scare him."
"Scare him, yer say?" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "That's somethin' that can't be done. Yer
couldn't scare Young Wild West no more'n yer
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could scare that rock over there. Don't never git
sich a foolish notion as that in your head ag'in.
You're nothin' but a big bluffer, an' yer know it!"
"All right, pard," and a sickly smile crept over
Dippy Tom's face. "But you'll find out that I'll
stick in this hunt fur them bandits. I'll do ther
right thing. I'll admit that I barked up ther
wrong tree. Young Wild West is all right. You're
all right, too. Ther whole bunch of yer is all
·
right."
"Dippy ain't so bad, after all, Young Wild
West," said the Sheriff. "He's a little rough in
his ways, that's all."
"Oh, I have met worse than he is, Sheriff," was
the reply. "I didn't want any trouble with him,
but he insisted on it, so I just had to do it. I'll
tell you, if it wasn't that I was mighty quick
with a gun, I would have been dead and forgotten long before this. I have practiced so much
that I can pull a gun and fire while an ordinary
fellow is ihinking about doing it. It all comes by
practice, you know."
"I reckon 'it must. But I ain't never had
I
enough practice ter do it ther way you do.
reckon Dippy ain't, either. Ha, ha, ha!"
The self-styled bad man grinned. It was plain
that he was not one of the sort who carry a
grudge. He made a big mistake in trying to
frighten Young Wild West, and he had admitted
it. Now he was willing to call it square. Our
hero was not long in sizing him up correctly.
"Go ahead and get the dinner ready, Hop," said
Wild coolly.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," replied the Chinaman. "Me velly soonee havee um glub leady, so
be."
Then he looked at Dippy Tom and grinned.
At any other time the man would have resented
this familiarity on the part of a "heathen Chinese," but just now he took it ·quietly. While
Hop was busy getting the eatables ready, Wild
explained the situation to the Sheriff.
"So you're on a mighty tough trail, eh?" the
Sheriff said, scratching his head. "Carlos is a
_mighty hard galoot to fight, so they say. But I
reckon, with you ter lead us, we'll make it warm
fur him afore we git through. We must git them
people away from him, that's all."
"Well, you and vour men stick to me and we'll
do it," was our hei'o's reply,
"We'll stick," spoke up Dippy Tom. "1'11 fight
fur you quicker'n I would fur any one else, Young
Wild West. You jest showed me what an easy
piece of goods I was, when it comes right down
ter quick an' sure work. You're only a boy, but
I reckon you know ther game you're playiti'. I'll
stick, if I die fur it!"
"Good! I think you mean what you say. But
I hope to get through this without any one getting hurt-of our party, I mean."
The meal that Hop cooked came in very handy
for the Sheriff and his men. They did full justice
to it, and the Chinaman was complimentecl on
the way he did it.
"We've got some grub along with us, so when
supper time comes you kin use ours," said the
Sheriff, nodding to Wild, as he got up and proceeded to fill his pipe for a smoke while the horses
got their rest. .
"That is all right," was the reply. "We will
try and make out to find enough to eat between
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us, I guess. We were able to bring along a anyhow. An' if they do we .might lose another
pretty good supply, since we had the pack horse, man or two afore we git ,..em. We can't aff'oxd
you know. But I reckon this little business is not ter lose :rio more men. It don't pay."
going to last over a day or two mo1·e, anyhow.
They all were of the same opinion, so the
We ought to run the bandits to thei1· cover by horses were quickly saddled, and then, gathering
that time and once we do we won't be long in up the few cooking utensils they had with them,
finding a ~ay to liberate the two prisol)ers."
the villains mounted and rode on through the
"An' yer say there's about thirteen of ther gully.
galoots left, eh?" observed Dippy Tom, looking
"Now," said Carlos, as they reached the end
of the gully and struck very hard ground again,
at Hill.
"Yes there were fifteen of them, all told," was "we'll make 'em lose tber trail, I reckon. Ter
the reply. "Two have been shot since yester- tell ther truth, I don't want '.e m ter find ther
little canyon, boys. There's too many of 'em,
day."
"Well there's nine of us, countin' ther heathen. boys. Some of 'em might git ·away, an' then
If Youn'g Wild West says we'll win out, I s'pose they'd bring a whole gang there. That would be
we~ll, that's all. I'll believe a-nythin&' he says." ther encl of us, 'cause there's only one way ter
Hop hurriedly cleared up the remams of the g:it out of thei: little valley, yer know. Come on I
Ther galoots will find that they've got ther toughrepa st.
est trail ter faller that they ever struck, I i-eckon."
Over the stony ground they rode, hoping to
CHAPTER VI.-Tbe Hidden Village.
get to the other side of a high ridge ahead of
The spot the bandits had selected to make their them before our friends could catch s~ght of
trap was at the mouth of the gully that l_ay there, them. They were pleased when they 1·eachecl it,
being the only way to get thl'ough the i-idge that fo1· they could see nothing of their pur suel's, as
formed itself along there.
they rode down the other side, out of sight. The
"Now boys," said Carlos, "I reckon we'll have fifteen miles was soon covered, but the ti·ail the
better ]~ck this time. We'll jest wait here ti11 we villains left was anything but a perfect one.
see ther galoots comin', an' then we'll go on with
At last they entered a narrow defile that was
ther horses fur about a hundred yards, an' then really but a small canyon, and once there they
come back on foot an' climb up either side. If bright;med up. But it is safe to:_. / ay that not
we can't mow em down from ther cover of ther one of them felt anything like sure· of getting t he
rocks u p there I don't know how it's goin' ter be ransom money now. The canyon only extended
, 11 '"
about two miles, and suddenly the bandits rounddone, t h at s a ·
eel a curve in it and wern confronted with what
th
st
"Vl e kin do it all right, providin' ey ar t ter appeared to be a house built of stone that extendth
come through," retorted Riley. "But ey didn't eel entii,el y across it. A row of windowl'J in.._what
walk inter ther other trap, an' maybe they won't might have been the second story showe.d up
git in this one."
_ door
"Well there's nothin' like tryin', anyhow," the in almost regular form, while below was :;:
.
',er·
s~id
shrugging·
his
shoulders.
"One
thing
amply
large
enough
to
admit
a
horse
and
.Jide:r.
Jea(
,
This was closed, but Carlos did not hesiutte to
about it if we don't nail 'em th is time we' 11 go ride up to it. Once before it lie reached over his
1·ight or:. fur our quarters, an' th en wait fur 'em horse's head and. pushing aside- a small block of
ter show up. We kin "S'oon fix 'em when th ey git stone that . rested on the coping above the door,
in ther canyon, an' th at I know!"
the knotted end of a rope was disel~JSed. This
They went on in the gully and p_itc1!-ed a tern- the bandit lead,~r took hold, . of, and, giving a
porary camp ju.st around a bend m it. ~ater strong pull upci:ri' it,. the door opened inwardly. '
was found near at hand, so they bad nothmg to"Come on, boys !'1 he ~xclaimed, and then he
want for as the g-r ass was good, and plenty of rode through.
it. Then' the villains took their time and cool:ed
In single file th(!· men entered what appea'red t~
up a whole haunch of venison. They had not~ng · be a stone bujlding, but what was really only a
in the Ihle of bread, but they were used to gomg stone front .i:ti.. imitation of one. It was nothing
without it, so it made no material diffexence to more than the entrance to a fertne, little valthem. An hour passed. The Izj.eal had b~en ley of a few acres in extent, and a hundred i'3-rds
cooked and eaten, and now the men were lymg back into it were four rudely built shanties. Some
lazily around. As they had buried the body of the cattle and sheep we1·e to be seen grazing back of
last man te be shot by our friends, they had noth- these, and on the night was a piece of ground in
ing to clo but wait. Carlos, however, saw to it cultivation. The place, in fact, was a little viltbat a watch was kept for the approach of their lage, built and ..()Ccupied by Carlos and his men,
pursuers. After what seemed to be a long time together with th!:1-ir f;iinilies. On all sides of the
they were seen coming in the distance. The lead- valley towering cli:ff.s. reared themselves, and as
er of the bandits fl'owned when he saw them.
it was almost··mip/is-sible to reachr the summits of
"There,s more'n five of 'em now," be exclaimed. these from either the outside or inside, it seemed
"Boys, they've met some one else. There's jest that the villains were perfectly .safe from detecnine. if I kin count right."
tion.
.
"That's jest what th.ere is, Cap," spoke up Riley,
As tbe last man came in he closed and barred
-as he shaded his eyes with his hand. "We'll have the door, and then pulled the knotted . rope
a little harder time of it, I reckon."
through a hole, so that no on~ else could gain
"Well, I'll tell ye~ what we'll do. "Y fll Jight-,;•;admitt~~ce. The. rope had sim_p ly. lifte~ the bar,
out now. There am't much use wa1tm' he're, and·,:tJ!wi the ctoor swung open of its own accor d.
'cause it's likely they won't walk inter our trap,
:/'Well, ·~
we are, boys," said the leader of
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the bandits. "I reckon we would have been better off if we had let Hill go an' not started after
him. But it is aU right, anyhow. Bu.rton Vail an'
his daughtex WITTl't never leave this place unless
we git ther money we want. Hill won't never be
able ter lead ther gang he's with here, an' if
they do find ther place it will be by luck."
So saying the villain rode up, to the larger of
the shanties and dismounted. l1t swarthy woman,
who was eviden~his wife, came out to greet
him.
"Did you git him, Carlos?" she asked.
"No,'' was the reply. "He met a gang just in
time ter save him. We had ter come on back
without him, Sal." .
Three lazy-looking Mexicans made their appearance now, and they began questioning the returning members of the band as to what had
happened. When they found that the1·e were two
less to return they wanted to know all about it,
and then it was that a gloomy feeling showed
itself. Carlos explained as much to his wife as
he cared to just then, after which he entered the
shanty. There were three small rooms to the
.-:truct m·e, and in one of these were an elderly
man and a good-looking girl. The faces of both
wer e careworn, but they brightened up when they
heard the bandit leader tell his wife that he had
fa iled to recapture Hill.
This meant a whole lot to them, they thought,
for the young man would surely bring help to
save them from their captivity. Carlos noticed
that they appeared to be pleased about something.
"Yer needn't feel good over anything,'' he said,
savagely. "Hill got away, but it ain't goin' ter
do you no good. There's only one thing yer kin
do t<~r save yourself, Burton Vail, an' that is ter
write out an order fur twenty thousand dollars.
I've doubled ther amount of ther ransom money
now, so yer will understand that yer, ain't got no
chance of gittin' away without payin' it."
T he faces of the two prisoners fell when they
.1
heard this.
"I guess I had better send for the money,
Laura," said the man, turning to the girl.
"Don't do it, father!" was the quick reply. "The
villain .cannot be trusted. Something tells me
that Horace will bring help very soon, and then
we will win out. Do_n 't think of paying the
'
ransom!"
"All right, my putty one!" retorted Carlos,
fi.endi~nly. "I'll tell yer somethin', since yer still
talk that way. I've ·got a young man here who
wants a wife, an' if we don't git that twenty
thousand dollars in three days' time I'm goin'
te_r make yer many him!" ·

CHAPTER VIL-Baffled.
Young Wild West and his f1·iends continued on

in what they thought was the proper direction to

follow. But they soon found that they had lost
the trail. One little turn to the left had th1·own
them off the track, and they did not even strike
the gully, where the bandits had proposed to
trap them. Wild had used his best judgment
·but ]·" ',,as not infallible to mistakes, and he had
simply missed the trail, that was all. However,

they continued on, finding a way to get over the
ridge just about a mile to the left of the gully.
The afternoon wore on, and at length they got
over the ridge. They were now within half a mile
of the little canyon the bandits had entered in
order to reach the hidden valley, but they did not
know it,. and, shaking his head, our hero exclaimed:
"It's putty near sunset, so I think that's ther
best thing we kin do, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie
answered. "It's too bad. But ther galoots must
be a whole lot afraid of us, or they wouldn't try
ter throw us off their track."
Sheriff Holbert shook his head.
"They're a mighty bad lot, I reckon," he said.
"Carlos ther Fiend is a mighty smart feller. He
don't want us ter locate ther place where he's got
Vail an' his darter, that's sartin. An' since he's
lost two of his men since he run ag'in you fellers,
he ain't anxious ter git in a fight. I'm afraid
we'll have a mighty hard time st1i.kin' ther trail
ag'in."
"But we'Ii strike it, just the same, Sheriff,"
spoke up our hero, determinedly. "I never yet
started out to do a thing without I did it. And
I am going to stick this time until I succeed. You
can bet all you're worth that I will succeed, too !fl
"All right. I'll stay with yer, Young Wild
West. I've got plenty of what they calls con~
fidence, an' I'll put it in you every time."
"Well, they've only fooled us fur to-day, anyhow," spoke up Dippy Tom. "To-morrer's another day, yer know. We'll find 'em, I reckon."
The bad man seemed to have a great deal of
confidence in the young deadshot, too.
Since receiving the lesson that morning he had
become a steadfast admirer of the boy, and he
meant to stay with him to the last_ They picked
out a good place to camp for the night, and just
as the sun was going down behind a distant pea]I
they dismounted and brought the day's journey
to an end. Some game had been shot by Charlie
and Jim during the afternoon, for they had run
across plenty of it, and could ·not resist the temptation to shoot. Anyhow, it came in ve1·y handy,
and when Hop got · a fire started and started to
broil some pa1tridges, all hands felt that theJ
had suddenly become very hungry, indeed.
The supper was eaten, and then, as soon as ii
was dark the Sheriff called Hop and said:
"S'pose yer show us somehing with ther cards.
I'd like to see how you manage to win all the
games that you take part in."
"Allee light,'' was the reply. "Me showee,
allee samee, pletty quickee."
The four men of the Sheriff's party seated
themselves on stones and prepared to watch the
.Chinaman do his tricks.
It was a little hollow at the foot of a cliff where
our friends were camped, and as there were rocks
and bushes closely sunounding it there was little
chance of the campfire being seen very far away.
But Wild and his partners did not relax their
vigilance any. Hop got out a pack of cards and
began shuffling them over. But he had a way of
doing it that was too clever for the watchers, and
he mystified them so that they could not tell
whether he was doing anything out of the way or
not. He dealt out the hands, after allowing th~
cards to be cut, and, much to their surprise,. the
four men each got four of a kind.
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"It looks that way," Dart answered. "He never
"Now," said Hop, as he put the cards together,
"you allee samee shuffle, Misler Sheliff. Me stays away as long as this."
-Charlie walked hehind the rock. He almost
Ehowee you how me gittee allee same four aces,
expected to find Hop there, but he was not.
!'O be."
"Hello, you heathen galoot!" he called . out.
"All riglit," was the reply, and the Sheriff
"You're sp'ilin' ther blamed trick by stayin' away
shuffled them and dealt them out.
But as Hop already had confiscated the aces of so long."
There was no answer. Then our hero called
the pack, it was quite easy to have them in his
hand. Right before their eyes he took them from again. But the result was the same. Hop had
his sleeve; but it was done in such a slick way vanished for fair, it seemed. A search was made
that none of them noticed it. He laid them down, around the camp, our friends holding their reand then they were more puzzled than ever. But volvers ready for anything that might happen.
Hop g·ood naturedly showed them how he did it, But at the encl of fifteen minutes they were forced to acknowledge that the Chinaman must have
·
and then they understood.
"You're too much fur common folks, like us, I been seized and carried away in some mysterious
manner. Of course they could lay it to no one
reckon," the Sheriff declared.
"Me allee samee velly muchee smartee, so be," but the bandits.
"Well," said Wild, "we must find him, that's
answered Hop, with a smile. "Now me showee
all."
nicee lillee tlick, without um cards, so be."
He v;as just in the humor to show some of his
cleverness, and .he chose his disappearing trick
CHAPTER VIII.-Carlos Captures Hop Wah.
to mystify them with. It was old to Wild a~d
his partners, of course; but to the Sheriff and his
Hop was laughing to himself when he stepped
deputies it was something brand new.
"You watchee allee samee velly muchee," the behind the rock under cover of the dense smoke
Chinaman said. "Me go takee lillee tlip to China he had 1·aisecl, for he knew that the Sheriff and
to see mv uncle. Me no see in velly goodee while, his men were the sort who could be fooled very
easily. The ledge was not more than eight 01·
so be." ·
He walked over within a few feet of a big rock, ten feet from the level ground, and when he had
which the light from the fire shone full upon, started another s111oke there he could come down
and then, unobserved by any one, he sprinkled nicely. The cleve1· Chinaman went around among
a quantity of grayish powder on the ground. This the rocks in a noiseless way, and just as he was
was simply a powder that created a very dense climbing a short ascent to get to the ledge somesmoke when it was ignited, and Wild and his thing interfe1·ecl with him that he had not countpartners knew quite well that he intended to get ed on, or even dreamed of. The something was
behind the rock under the cover of the smoke, in the shape of a man with a leveled revolver!
"Jest make ther least noise, you heathen, an' I'll
and then work his way around to some other place
and make his appearance. The Sheriff and his blow a hole through your head!" exclaimed the
men watched every move-or thought they did, man. "I've been watchin' your little performi-ather. Hop now took_ a .cigar from his pocket ance, an' I reckon I'll take yer with me ter give a
si1ow to my people. Hold your hands above your
and, striking a match, said:
head!"
"Now watchee!"
Poor Hop could do nothing but obey the comHe lit the cigar and dropped the burning
head, the
match, the same as any one might have clone. mand. As his hands went above hls
who was no other than Carl,,s, the leader of
Almost instantly a dense smoke arose from the man,
the band of bandits, quickly tied a handkerchief
ground, and, with exclamations. of astonishment about
head and forced the knot into his mouth
on their lips, the four men waited to see what so he his
could not make much of an outcry if he
would happen. Slowly the smoke was wafted
Then he quickly took hi,;; hands and,
away by the gentle bree~e that was blo:ving, and wanted to.
down behind him, tied the wrists
them
pulling
when it was gone the Chrnaman had vamshed.
together.
"M,~ allee samee go to China," called out a tightly
''There!" the villain exclaimed. "I re,·kon I've
voice' apparently high .a1::J()ve them.
all right. I didn't have no notion of
But as Hop wal quite i ventriloquist, this was got you, any
of yer, 'cept that it might be Hill.
catchin'
not stfange. _.
But seein' yer do that disappearin' ti-ick made
"Th1J ndtr!" criod Dipi·y Tom, looking a bit me think that you'd be a good one ter n..'1luse us
frighte~~ci. "What does this mean, anyhow?_"
fur a while. Then, ag'in, it will be a little mysFive minutes passed, and the four men waited tery fur yom· gang ter solve. They know yer
Hop
for
anxiously. Wild thought it about time
disappeared, but t~ey won't know what happento show up, too, but there was no telling just ed ter yer. I'm mighty glad I took a little scout
what the Chinaman had in mind to do, so he said around, I am. Come on, you smart heathen!
nothing. But when anoth~r five minutes had Don't yer try ter cry out; if yer do, it will be
elapsed he decided that there must be something ther last of yer!"
wrong.
Carlos surely felt that he had performed a very
"Hello, Hop!" he called out. "Are you coming good trick. As he said, it had been suggested to
him by the disappearing trick Hop performed.
'
back?"
There was no answer, and, knowing that there The bandit leader laughed audibly as he hurried
surelv would have been if the Celestial was in his pl'isoner to the spot where he had left his
heari°ng' our hero arose to his feet. ,
horse. He reached the horse and, mounting pull~
"Boys," said he, looking at Charlie and Jim, "I eel Hop up in front of him, as though he had been
reckon soonething nas happened to him."
a sack of grain. Then off he rode, letting the
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"Here! Thatwill do!" exclaimed Carlos, as he
animal go at a walk, for fear he might be heard
by t11ose at the camp. It was just_then that he caugh} hold of the revolver and tore it from the
heard some one shouting. He stopped and lis- Chinaman's grasp. "Yer better stop that kind of
a game."
tened, and then exclaimed:
"Allee light," was the meek reply. "Me likee
"Hop, eh? So that·s your . name, is it, you
. .
lillee fun, so be."
havee
what
know
I
Now
heathen galoot! All right.
knife
hunting
the
over
handed
quickly
he
Then
very
ain't
It
tei call yer when I git yer home.
carried and mutely l;lCknowledged himself a
far from here, but once yer git there you'll never he
git away ag'in. Yer may as ~ell bid good-by ter prisoner.
"A mighty funny Chinee!" said one.
ther gang yer was with, Hop. Ha, ha, ha! When
"But he won't feel so funny when ther Cap'n
they think they kin git ther best of Carlos ther
gits through with him, maybe," chimed in anFiend they make a mighty big mistake!"
He now put the horse to a faster gait, and as other.
By this time several of the women belonging
it· was but a bare half mile to the canyon he soon
covered the distance. Once there, the villain felt to the hidden little settlement had come upon the
relieved, for, somehow, he could not help casting scene. They had seen the colored fo·e when the
furtive glances over his shoulder as he proceeded, two reports sounded, and it was evident that they
no doubt fearing that some one might be after were .anxious to find out what it all meant. Cal'him. But naw lie did not much care, and he let los proudly related how he had sighted a campthe horse gallop up the canyon. Carlos soon· came fire when he rode out .of the canyon, and "b.ow he
to the end of it, and then he quickly caused the had crept up to it and spied upon those there.
door to open and TDde on inside. A sharp whis- He told in detail about the Chinaman's wondertle from him brought one of the b¥d to the spot ful disappearing trick, and wound up by bursting
mto a hearty laugh. But the best part of it was
in a hurry. .
"Jest shet ther door an' bar it," he said, as the that Hop laughed, too.
"Ley allee samee waitee velly goodee while for
man ran up. "I've got another prisoneT, thoug·h
I don't think he'll bring much in ther line of a me comee back," he said, giving Riley a dio- in
"
the ribs. "Velly muchee funny, so be_;,
ransom. He's a heathen Chinee."
"Ther heathen is a blamed fool!" declared
Carlos rnde up to the shanties and then he gave
Hop a push and let him drop to the ground. The Riley. "He acts jest as though he was a:t a picChinaman went down in a heap, because he nic."
"Me no 'flaid of um bandits," Hop answered
could not use his hands to keep his balance.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the villain, as he dis- smilingly. "Bandits no hurtee poor Chinee."
Hop was led away to one of the shanties, but
"Come out, boys! See what I've
mounted.
the men did not bother to go through him.
brought in."
The next minute Riley appeared with a lantern,
followed by several others.
"Gi-eat snowbanks!" cried Riley, when he held
the lantern close to the face of the prisoner. "It's CHAPTER IX.-Charlie Meets with Misfortune.
a heathen Chinee!"
Young Wild West was _determined to find t:te
Carlos dismounted and quickly cut Hop loose
missing Chinaman, and he never once doµbted
and removed the handkerchief from his mouth.
1
"Me velly muchee sdrplisee," was the first thing that he would.
"Come, boys," he said to, Charlie and Jim. "I
the Chinaman said.
"You're surprised, a.re yer?" rnmarked Riley, reckon ·we'll start out. The rest can stay here
·
grinning at the Chinaman. "Well, t"hat's odd. ana mind the camp."
"I'll go along, if yer only say the1· word," spoke
What are yer surprised about?"
''Me allee samee play lfllee magic tlick for um up Sheriff Holbert.
"No; you stay here, Sheriff. - Keep your eyes
She liff, and now me no gittee backee . Ley allee
samee t'inkee me go to China and stay !ere, so and ears open, too. The bandits may be around
close by, and in that case there might be a little
·
.
be."
T hen he actually grinned, and this was the sig- trouble from them.. When either of us come back
nal for those near enough to note this to break we will give the hoot of an ·owl twice in succession, so you will not mistake us for the enemy
into a laugh.
"He's a mighty funny-heathen, ain't he, boys?" and open :fire on us."
The scout and Dart were ready in a jiffy. Wild
queried Carlos. "I reckon I done about right in
catchin' him. Anyhow, it was sich an easy thing meant to go on foot, as there was little use in
ter do that I jest couldn't help it, that's all. But taking· their horses, since they did not know
see if he's got anything in the line of a shooter." which way to proceed. The three soon left the
"Me a.Hee samee gottee velly nicee gun, so camp and struckout on their mission. But, as
be,'' said HopJ quickly pulling out the old-fash- might be supposed, it was a useless task, and at
ioned six-shooter and flourishing it over his head. the end of an hour they ·were forced to give it up
Then he pulled the trigger. Bang! The wea- until daylight.
"There is no use in looking any further topon went off and a streak of red fire shot out of
night," our hero said, as he came back to the
the muzzle.
"Hip hi! Allee san.ee Fom1:h of July, so be!" camp. "We'll get all the rest and sleep we can
cried the Chinaman, and then he started- in to do and in the mo1·ning- we'll strike out on business."
The night passed without anything happening.
a few steps of a jig·. Bang! Again the weapon ,
was discharged, and this tinie a streak of green As soon as it was daylight they were up and
fire shot so close to the head of Riley that he stirring, and after a hurried breakfast the horses
camp and struck out on their mission. But, as
uttered an involuntary cry of alarm.
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fore leiving, however, our hero discovered the
trail of the man who had caught Hop and spirited him away. This was a great point, he thought,
and with his partners and the four men following him, he rode- on and soon came to the canyon.
"'l'he bandits certainly had us baffled yesterday," he said. "But 1 r.eclcon we'll make up for
it to-day."
·
It so happened that there was no trail right
near the mouth of the little canyon, as the
ground was too hard and flinty to show one. And
there were so many openings that looked like it,
It was hard to tell just where to proceed. Wild
called a halt and they all waited to hear what his
opinion was.
"There are plenty of places along here whe1·e
the bandits might have gone through," he said.
"Now it is for us to find which one it is."
After thinking it over, he decided that they
should divide into three parties and pursue the
search. He chose Charlie to accompany him,
while Jim and the Sheriff went another way, and
the three deputies another. They all set out, and,
as luck would have it, our hero and the scout
struck the right place. They had not gone far
up the narrow canyon when they sudd_e nly came
upon fresh hoofprints. There were plenty of
them, too, and as they allowed their horses to go
along at a walk they soon discovered that it was
a regular path they were following.
"Well, Charlie, I reckon we've struck it," said
Wild. "Come on! We'll see what there is in
this. But be on the lookout, for the bandits may
be watching for us."
"Yer kin bet I'll be on thel' watch, all right,"
was the reply. "I won't give no galoot a chance
ter shoot, not if I happen ter catch a glimpse of
him first."
The two rode on, for . Wild had an idea that
they would not have to go -very far before they
found what they were looking for. Once this
happened, they would go back and call the rest
to follow them. They kept on and finally brought
their horses to a canter, in order to hurry up
matters a little. It Wl!,S while proceeding thus
that they suddenly saw the front of a stone house
barring their further progress.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
reining in his horse. "What do yer think of that,
Wild?"
"It looks like a house, and a well-built one at
that," was the retort, as the young deadshot came
to a halt a hundred feet from the wall of rock
that shut off further progress through the canyon. The reader knows just what it was that
they had come upon, however.
"I reckon that's where ther bandits hang out,
eh, Wild?"
"It might be, Charlie," was the reply.
It was just/ then that a rifle shot sounded from
one of the windows. A bullet whizzed past our
h.ero's head, and then he knew that they had
found the villainous band, sure enough! As
the shot rang out, Wild and Charlie turned to
ride out of the canyon. But just then several
boulders came crashing down, and Charli ~·s horse
was hit. The door of the myste1·ious bnilding
llew open and out rushed the bandits. The noble
sorrel leaped forward like a shot, and, tunung in

the saddle, our hero saw the scout struggling in
. the grasp of half a dozen masked men. He knew
he could do nothing for him just then. so he rode
on-rode for his life! Crack-crack-crack! Several shots were fired, but he seemed to bear a
charmed life. Though the bullets 'flew all around
him, none of them hit him. In another second he
was around a bend in the canyon and out of danger for the time.
Wild did not check the sorrel until he had covered a mile. Then he slo,ved down and, holding
his rifle in readiness, kept a watch behind him.
But the bandits did not appear, showing that they
must be satisfied with what they had ah·eady accomplished.
,
"I'd just like to see some of the masked ga- .
loots show up!" muttered the young deadshot, his
eyes :flashing. "I hope Charlie -was not hit by
one of the boulders that came down from the
sides of the canyon. His horse was, I know.
But the chances are that he escaped, for he was
fighting them hard to get away the last I saw of
him."
He rode on out to the end of -the canyon at an
easy gait. Wild was anxious to meet Jim now and
let him know what had happened. He had scarcely got out of the canyon when he saw the three.
deputies appreaching from the left. They had
failed to find anything 1ike a pass through the
high cliffs, and were returning. Before they
reached him, our hero saw .Jim and the Sheriff
approaching from the opposite direction.
He
promptly waved his hat to them to indicate that
he wanted them to hurry. In a couple of minutes
they were .all gathered at the foot of the canyon.
Wild quickly related what had happened, and
then it was that his hearers looked much alarmed
-and discouraged.
CHAPTER X.-Hop Shows the Bandits Tricks.
Hop was quite at his ease when -he was : led to
one of the shanties by a couple of the bandits.
He was glad that he had not been searched, for
if that had happened he might have -been relieved
of some of the small articles and preparations he
used in performing his magic tricks. It was evi~
dent that the villains thought h.e was like the
average of his race, and that what he possessed
was not worth bothering with. But that was a
big mistake, for at that very moment Hop had
· on his person over a thousand dollars. It was
divided up into three parts, however, and secreted in different pockets that would be hard to
find, unless a thorough examination of his clothing was made.
"Have yer had yer supper, you yaller galoot?"
asked the man who had been placed in charge of
him, as they entered the shanty.
"Yes, me havee suppee alle.e samee an hour
ago, so be," was the reply. "Me no hungly. Me
likee havee velly· nicee bleakfast to-mollow morn~
ing, allee samee."
''Well, yer had better wait till mornin' comes
afore , yer think about your breakfast, I reckon,"
was the retort.
·
"Allee light; me waitee, so be."
This shanty was only a one-room affair and
was used by the bandits whenever they h~ld a
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meeting. It was supplied with a long tab~e that
had benches on either side and a chair at the
head, and was capable of accommodating just
fifte c.i comfortably. But there were but thirteen belonging to the band now, since two of them
had fallen in the effort to recapture Horace Hill.
Hop looked a1·ound and counted seven men gathered in the shanty. He nodded to them pleasantly
and then took his seat at the head of the table.
"Me likee showee um nicee mans allee samee
lillee tlick with um cards," said the clever Celestial.
It was just then that Carlos came in, followed
by all but two of the gang.
"'What's goin' on'?" he demanded, looking at
the Chinaman and then at the grinning faces of
those present.
"He says he's goin' ter show us a trick with
ther cards, Cap," answered one of them. "He's a
"
comical feller, fur a heathen, all right."
"A trick with cards, eh'? Well, git up out of
that chair, you yal!er galoot! That's where I
set down when I'in here."
"Allee light, M __ ,]el' Carlos," said Hop, quickly
obeying. "Me velly muchee solly me makee mistake, so be. Me al!ee samee goodee Chi nee; me
go to um Sunday school in 'Flisco."
Carlos acted very much as though he did not
know whether to hit l1im or laugh. But he decided to do neither, and so took the vacated
chair. Hop was still fooling with the cards and
bowing to the leader, he said:
"Me likee showee lillee tlick; me velly muchee
goodee magic man, so be. Me gottee uncle in
China whattee velly smartee, and me allee same
likee him."
"Go ahead, an' we'll see what yer kin do. If
yer don't show us somethin' what we've never
seen afore I'll cut off your blame old pigtail close
to your head! I will, by jingo!"
The villain drew a knife from his belt and
tested the sharpness of the blade with his thumbnail. But Hop was not disturbed in the least.
He felt quite certain that he could show the bandits ;;omething they had neve1· seen before, and
with a pack of cards, too. But the pack he had in his hands could hardly be called a regular deck,
however. The fact was that the cards were all
alike. They were all nines of diamonds. Hop
looked the men over and, selecting Riley, invited him to step up.
"You allee samee takee um card flom um
packee," fie said, holding the cards spread out so
there was a good chance to select one of them.
"All right," was the reply.
The man did so, holding the card so his com-panions could all see it.
"Puttee backee in um packee."
This was done. Then Hop shuffled the cards,
after which he turned to Carlos and said:
"You allee samee shuffle um cards, too, Misler
Carlos. · Me likee makee velly goodee tlick; me
no wantee havee my pigtail cuttee off."
"All right," was the retort, and the villain
grinned as he proceeded to shuffle the cards.
While he was thus eng~ged the Chinaman
cleverly slipped ·a c_ard in his coat pocket, no
one seeing it done. But that was where the best
part of the trick came in. Carlos got through
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shuffling them and laid the cards on the table.
Then Hop picked them up, neatly substituting
another pack as he did so.
"Me findee um card you pickee out velly muchee
quickee," he said, smiling at Riley.
Then he hurriedly leafed the deck over, and
when he had clone so his face wore a look of
surprise. The bandits exchanged glances, for they naturally thought that the Chinaman had
failed in his trick. They all knew what the card
was, and they were positive that it had been
placed back in the pack. And so it had, but it
was not the pack that Hop now held in bis hands.
The Celestial went over the cards again, and
then, shaking his head sadly, he exclaimed:
"Um card no lere; so·mebocly allee samee takee,
so poor Chinee no do um tlick, so be."
"No one took a card," spoke up Carlos quickly.
"1 was ther 1ast one what held ther cards. I'm
mighty sure I didn't take ther card."
Hop now counted the cards. There were but
fifty-one in the pack.
"Um card allee samee gone," ]1e declared. "You
lookee, Misler Carlos."
The bandit leader took them and looked the
cards over. The whole pack was there with the
exception of the nine of diamonds.
"I reckon tber card ain't here, boys," he said,
looking surprised. "Are yer sure yer put it back,
Riley'?"
"Sartin of it," was the reply. "I reckon ye1
all seen me put it back, didn't yer, boys?"
"We sartinly did!" exclaimed one, while the
rest bore him out.
"Velly stlange," said Hop, half-musingly. "Me
know um card allee samee um nine of diamonds,
but me no findee."
He looked again, as though he wanted to make
sure, and then threw the cards on .the table.
"Somebody takee um card, so be!" he declared,
"Evelybody lookee in um pockets."
They were all willing to do this, and as Carlos
put his hands in his pockets the first. thing he
felt was a card. He pulled it out, and as he saw
it was the nine of diamonds he looked amazed.
"A putty good trick, Cap," said Riley, v,d.th a
laugh. "Yer sartinly fooled ther heathen."
"Wantee foolee poor Chinee," said Hop, slrnk·
ing his head. "No givee him allee samee square
deal, so be."
"See here!" cried Carlos, shaking his head.
"That was a mighty good, trick, boys. I don't
know how that card · got in my pocket, any more
-than you do."
They were forced to believe him after a while,
and they began to think that Hop was a pretty
good one, and no mistake. Meanwhile Hop made
a pretext of putting the cards in his pocket, and
changing his mind. But as quick as he was doing it he exchanged the pack for the one •he had
used first.
"Me bettee allee samee fivee dollee me pickee
out um ni.ne of diamonds um first time, so be,"
he said, as he laid the cards on the table.
"Have yer got five dollars, heathen'?" Carlos
asked.
"Yes; me gottee allee samee six dollee."
To prove it, he broaght out just that amount.
"Well, I'll bet yer five dollars. Let me shuffle
ther cards."
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The bandit leader shuffled them thoroughly, and
then, holding them so his hands almost concealed
the pack, he told Hop to pull out the nine of diamonds. As they were all of that denomination, it
mattered not which one the Chinaman took. He
pulled one out and turned it over.
"You win!" exclaimed Carlos. "You're certainly a dandy, an' that's all there is ter it!"
After that Hop ente1·tained the villains until a'
late hour, and when he turned in at his new quarters that night he had certainly made a great Jmpre~!-<ion on the bandits.

CHAPTER XL-Charlie in Captivity.
Cheyenne Charlie was quickly overcome by the
tnasked bandits, who seemed delighted at being
able to take him alive. The villains had been on
the watch, and when they saw Wild and the scout
riding through the canyon they made ready to
receive them. The man on the lookout quickly
informed the rest, and then hunied preparations
were made to hurl boulders down from above.
It was easy to climb to the top of the wall that
blocked off the entrance of the valley from the
canyon, so there was nothing strange in what
happened. Just why the bandits chose to mask
themselves just then the scout did not know. But
their faces were still concealed when they car1·iecl him through the doorway, after first shooting his horse, which had suffered from a broken
leg. Charlie felt bad to lose his horse, for it had
been faithful to him, and he resolved right then
and there that if he could find out the man who
had hurled the boulder down that hit the horse he
would make him suffer for the dastardly act. But,
rnally, he was in no condition to make resolutions even now. His life was in jeopardy. Though
he had not yet been injured in the least, there
was no telling when he would be, for the whisperings he heard told him that. He was much
amazed when he got through the doorway and
found that it was not a building he had entered.
"Great gimlets!" he exclaimed under his breath.
"That's putty clever, I reckon. Who would have
thought sich a thing as that? Why, it looks jest
like a stone house from ther other side."
But it did not look much that way from the
inside, as he took pains to note. The wall went
up in an uneven slope, and to climb to the top
would be an easy matter, indeed. The scout had
not been g2gged, so while the two men holding
him were waiting for the captain to come up, he
said:
"This are what I call a putty good scheme.
That looks jest like a stone house from ther other
side."
"Does it?" and one of his captors laughed.
"Well, I l'eckon it's a good thing that yer took
good notice how it looked on ther other side,
'cause it ain't likely you'll ever git the1· chance
ter look ag'in."
"Oh, I ain't worryin' about that," Charlie l'etorted coolly. "l\1y pard got away. He'll come
back; an' when he does, he'll make you galoots
gtrod an' sick,-you kin bet!"
"Shet up!" spoke up the other man. "If yer
know when you're well off, you'll keep still."
"Oh, I ain't afraid of bein' killed by you ga-

loots," the . c ut resumed. ''You don't dare ter
kill me 1 any mol'e than yer do ther. man an' gal
you've got here. You think too much of ther
money yer aie waitin' fur ter come fur that. I
ain't worryin' a bit. Maybe I'm worth jest as
much as Vail an' his darter is. Yer don't know
till yer find out."
The two villains in charge of him exchan1;ed
glances. It wa;; possible that they thought they
saw a chance to get a big sum of money fol' the
release of the ;,cout. It was good foat Charlie
had happened to speak that way. He had not
done it with any thought of gaining time, or
anything of the kind; he bad simply spoken to
make it appear that he was indifferent, and not
worrying a bit about his capture. Carlos now
came up.
"Cap," said one of the guards, "I reckon there'll
be some money in this galoot."
"Money? How much did you take from him?"
exclaimed Carlos. "I thougl1t I told you all that
no man was to be relieved of his cash unle~s I
was present?"
"Vle ain't took nothin' from ther galoot, Cap;
I was jest sayin' that it"s likely we could manage
ter git a ran~om from him. He said a;; much
jest now."
Charlie caught on then, and he quickly came .to
the conclusion to work it for what it was worth.
"I reckon that Young Wild West kin rail'e as
much money as ther next man," he said, in an
o:ffhand way. "He wouldn't allow me ter be
kept he~, not fur ther sake of a few thou.cand
dollars. Young V:ild West ain't built that way."
"See here!" exclaimed Carlos, looking at him
hard. "Has Young Wild West got much money
with him?"
"He's got some. I don't know jest how much,"
the scout answered, shaking his head.
"Do you think he has got as much as ten thousand dollars?"
"No, I don't think that, °Qoss."
"Well, has he got as much as five?"
"He might have that much."
"Well, I want you to write a note to hi,;m and
tell him that unless be sends us five thousand
dollars before sunset to-night your head will be
set upon the top of the wall over there, and the
rest of you will be buried in quicklime! Do you
understand?"
"I understand," said the scout, as he shrugged
"But
his shoulders, with apparent uneasiness.
s'pose Young Wild West ain't got that mneh
money, an' none of them with him has got enough
ter make it up, what then?"
"Then you'll die, that's 211 ! I took it for granted that you thought the boy had as much as five
thousand, by the way you spoke, and if he can't
raise that much by sunset it's your fault for
hinting it, that's all. I want yer ter understand
that we don't think no moi-e of your life than
we do of a prairie dog·s, so yer kin underf:tand
ther situation, as fur as that goes, anyhow. "
"Well, I can't help what yer think about me,
I'm sure," retorted the scout, who was bound to
get in a wo1·d now and then that told how he .felt.
''I'll write ther note, an' -yel' kin take it or send
it ter Young Wild West. He might think it
worth while ter git me away from yer an' pay
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ther money. But if he don't pay it, I can't help
it."
"If he don't pay it, you'll die, you mean!"
"Well, I can't die but once, anyhow."
"You're mighty cool jest now, but maybe yer
won't be later on. Boys, take him away, and see
to it that he is guarded carefully. We don't
want ter give him ther least chance ter git away.
Things is workin' putty good now, an' it won't
be long afore we'll have ther whole business, either dead or alive."
"Don't git ter thinkin' that way too much; if
yer do yer might be fooled," Charlie could not
help saying.
The two bandits then conducted him to the
shanty where Hop Wah had entertained them the
night before, as there was no room in any of the
other shanties for him. The shanty occupied by
Carlos and his wife was the biggest in the valley,
but there were already two captives held there.
When Charlie was led into the shanty he was
pleased to see Hop sitting '.1t the lo_ng table, ea~mg his breakfast. The Chmaman Jumped to his
feet, showing how astonished he was. He had
heard the shooting and shouts of the villains, but
he had never once thought that any of his friends
had been caught by the bandits.
"Hello, Misler Charlie!" he exclaimed, as soon
as he found the use of his tongue. "You makee
lillee tlip here, too, so be?"
"Yes, Hop; but I didn't come with a free will,
though. I s'pose you didn't, either?"
"No, Misler Charlie; um velly smartee man
catchee me, and he puttee me on um horsee and
fetchee me here p1etty quickee. Misler Carlos
velly nicee man, so be; he no hurtee poor
Chinee."
"Yes, I reckon he· must be a mighty nice man,
from all accounts," sneered the scout.
The two ·men in charge of him grinned. They
had all been told to allow the Chinaman the freedom of the valleys, but if he was caught trying
to get out into the canyon to shoot him down.
Now, when they heard him tell the new captive
that Carlos was a very nice man they could not
help smiling. They really thought that the Chinaman meant it.
"You have lillee bleakfast, Mis Ier Charlie?"
Hop went on, in his bland way. "Me not gittee
uppee velly muchee early Jjs morning, and me
justee havee um bleakfast."
"I've j~st had my breakfast, Hop," was the reply. "I'll wait till dinner time now.'.'
"Yer may git a couple of meals afore yer die,"
spoke up one of the guards.
"Oh, I reckon I'll eat a good many meals afore
that happens," the scout answered.
"Yer must expect that Young Wild West will
send along ther five thousand, then."
"I ain't sayin' what I expect."
One of the villains went and got a rusty chain
from somewhere and returned with it. There
was an iron ring to a beam overhead, and, running the chain through it, the villain put it
around the scout's waist securely and fastened it
with a padlock. He did not notice that Hop was
watching him out of the corners of his eyes when
he put the key in his pocket. But such was the
case, and though Hop shook his head sadly when
h& saw the pli~ht of the scout, he was not feeling

that way. He was even then planning to get
hold of the key, and when the proper time arrived he would use it.
"Now, then," said the man who had the key, as
he looked at Hop shar!}ly, "I want you ter keep
away from ther galoot! Do yex hear?"
"Allee light," was the reply.
Then the bandit walked over and liberated ·th.e
hands of the prisoner.
"I reckon you'll have ter use yer hands ter
write that note," he said. "Ther captain will
soon be here."
CHAPTER XII.-Charlie's Ciphe1· :.y , .:!.
The chain was plenty long enough to allow thi,
,scout to sit down upon the floor, and he now
coolly did so. Hop returned to his unfinished
meal, and when he was through he proceeded t<t
-put away the remains. One of the men the scout
had been left in charge of remained in the shanty.
He sat down -on a ·bench and coolly loaded his
pipe.
"Well," he remarked, "this mornin' was one of
ther times when you galoots didn't git a shot at
any of us. You've dropped two since this game,
has been goin' on, but I reckon there won't be
no more ter go."
"Yer can't tell about that," replied the scout a11
calmly as though but a guest on friendly term~
with the bandits.
"Oh, yes, we kin tell. There ain't no other wa7
ter git in this valley, 'cept by comin' througb.
ther door in the stone wall. How's your gang
goin' ter git in ter do us any harm? If they try
ter come through ther door, do yer thin\: they'll
ever git here?"
"I. don't think nothin' about it," retorted the,
scout. "I know that Young Wild West will git
you all, if yer don't make terms with him an' let
me an' ther rest of your prisoners go."
"Well, if that happens, I reckon Young Wild
West will have ter come down putty heavy. l
don't believe he has got near enough money fur
that."
"Yer don't know how much he's got."
The scout said this in a way that would imply
that our hero might have a large sum with him
"Well, if he's got enough, I reckon Carlos will
do business."
Jus.t then the other guard came back to th.e
shanty, followed by Carlos. The latter had a
pencil and a sheet of paper.
"Ah! You've got him hard an' fast, eh?" he
said, nodding his approval. "That's right, boys,
Now I'll jest let him write ther note that'll fetch.
ther five thousand. Here, you galoot! Kin yer
write plain?" ·
"I can't write good, but I'll print it," was th&
reply, for just then Charlie was struck with an
idea.
"Well, I don't care how yer do it, so long as it',
plain an' to ther p'int. Jest tell Young Wild Wes!;
that unless he gits five thousand dollars
ther
door ther other side of ther wall by sunset to-night that your head is goin' ter be cut off an'
set on ther top of ther wafl. Put t.laat in goc,f
an' plain, do yer see ? "
"All right," was the reply.;

to
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Chal'lie took jJle pencil and papel', and a chair
was pushed ovel' s o he could use it fo1· a desk to

write on. Aftel' no little figuring he w1·ote out
the following, using the common letters of the
alphabet, as he knew them:
"WILD, ther bandits has got me, and if you
DON'T PAY $5,000 my head will be cut off at
sunset and be put on the top of the wall. DON'T
fail to PAY, as there is no chance for me. I
know you will do it, BUT don't TRY TO GET
IN SOME OTHER WAY. YOU CAN not DO
IT. Leave ther money at ther door.
"CHEYENNE CHARLIE, Your Pard."
The note was a v_ery roughly drawn one, but
Carlos could read it quite well. He did not seem
to take notice, however, that some of the words
were in capitals, while the main part of the note
was not. If he had bothered to figure this out,
he would have found that the woTds spelled entirely with capital letters read as follows:
"WILD, DON'T PAY. DON'T PAY. BUT
TRY TO GET IN SOME OTHER WAY. YOlJ
CAN DO IT.
"CHEYENNE CHARLIE, Your Pard."
It was a simple bit of cipher, and almost any
one would have figured it out easily, if they had
taken the time. But Carlos was so well satisfied with the note that he hastened to take it to
one of the greasers he had in his band.
"Here!" said he. "I want you to take this note
to Young Wild West. You will find him some~
where at the othei· end of the canyon. You can
ride out; carryin' -a white rag on a stick, an' they
won't hurt yer. Git ready right away."
The fellow did not relish the idea of risking his
life that way. But he knew that Carlos ruled
with an iron ha;nd, so he dared not refuse to go.
After it had been impressed on his mind just
what he was to do, he got his hofse, and, equipped with a flag of truce, he took the note and
rode to the door, of the rocky house front. Carlos
himself let him out, after first making sure that
there was no one in sig'ht. The messenger galloped up the canyon, holding the white flag over
his head. It was not until he came to the end of
the nanow defile that he saw any one. Then he
suddenly came upon Young Wild West and his
companions. But, as Carlos had predicted, no
one offered to shoot the Mexican.
"Me bring da letter," said the bandit, taking off
his hat and bowing politely.
"Ah!" said our hero. "Let's see what you've
got."
The messenger handed the missive over. Wild
never jumped at a conclusion too fast. He read
the not e three times before he said a word, and
by that time he had figured out the rude cipher.
Then he turned to the messenger and said:
"Tell Carlos it will be all right. We will do
just as Cheyenne Chai·lie says."
The greaser was surprised to see that they acceded so readily to the demands of his leader;
but, well satisfied, he turned and rode back. The
scout was just as anxious for his return as was
Carlos. The bandit leader was still at the shanty
when the man returned.

'
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ilWell," he said, looking at him keenly, "what
luck?"
"Me give-a da letter to da boy with da l ong
hair," was the reply.
"Did he read it?"
"Yes, Senor Carlos ; he read t'1·ee, four t imes."
"An' what did he say, then?"
./ "He say tell-a da Carlos dat he do what da
Cheyenne Charlie want. All 1·ight, he say."
"You're sure of this?" queried the bandit leader, looking surpri sed. "He didn't git mad, did
he?"
"He no git-a mad, Senor Carlos; me verra
sute; me have good-a ears."
"Well, by jingo! This is easier than I t hought
it would be. I wish I had made it mor e than
five thousand now."
"How much do yer want, anyhow?" spoke u p
the scout, who was almost certain that Wild must
have understood the cipher, or he would not have
answered in that way. "Ain't five thousand dollars a whole lot of money ter pick up in sich an
easy way? I'll have ter make that good t er
Young Wild West some day, an' it'll take m e a
good while- ter do it."
"Five thousand ain't so very much, not wh en
yer kin get more," retorted Carlos. "But it 's all
right. I'll stick ter my woni. I'll let y er g o
when the money comes. But I won't say what
happens ter yer if yer stay around an' try t er
git ther rest of ther prisoner s we've g ot h er e.
You'd better look out fur yourself after yer gi t
out, Mister Cheyenne!"
"I reckon I don't want no m ore of it," said
Charlie, affecting to be more than satisfied with
what he had got already. "It ain't likely that
Young Wild West will do an ything else but strike
out fur Red Bird an' advise ther raisin' of ther
money ter g'it ther mine owner an' his darter ·
away from here. If he does do that, you ou ghte:r
let ther Chinaman go, too."
"Well, I will. You can tell Young Wild West
that when you get out of here."
"Good! I reckon ever ything will be fixed all
right, Carlos. I didn't think you was sich a
square feller ter deal with."
The scout was straining a point when h e talk ed
this way, for he did not m ean a word of what
he said. Carlos soon left th e hut. - Then Charlie
waited to have a word with Hop. He soon got
the chance, ior the man left in charge of him
walked to the door, and finally stepped outside.
He did not go far enough away to lose sight of
the prisoner, however. But Charlie did n ot ca r e
for this, so long as he could talk to the Chinaman
without being heard by any one else.
"Hop," said he, in a low tone of voice, "I want
you ter go out an' try ter find a place wher e Wild
kin git in here without comin' through that door.
Look sharp, now! An' if yer think you'v e f ound
ther right place make some kind of a signal in
ther air, so yer kin show 'em where it is. You
kin do this, I know. You 're great on fireworks."
"Allee light, Mi sler Cha rlie," was t he reply.
"Me velly gleat on um firew ork s, but fheworks
allee samee ,no good in um daytim e. Me have
makee lillee kitee, so be."
"Good enough! Now go ah ead, an' don 't be
too long about it. Wild an' Jim will be on the-r
watch fur somethin', I know."
Hop walked outside and beg an stroll.mg leisure-
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1y around the little valley. As he did not go
toward the entrance, no one interfered with him.
The Chinaman could notice things that might be
overlooked by others, especially when he was on
the alert for them. To the right corrter of the
valley, which was nearly square in shape, was a
small patch of woods. Some of the trees reared
themselves higher than a ledge that ran along
near the top of the perpendicular cliff. The Chinaman walked to the woods, and, once there, he
made a quick examination of things in general.
''Lat allee light," he said, as he looked upward.
"Misler Wild gittee on lat ledge, so be; let he
catchee um tlee with um lope. He comee down,
allee ligbtee. Me fixee."

"Lat allee light," said Hop consolingly; "me
makee some more, so be."
He did make another, just to keep the impression he _had made, but when it was completed no
more thread was forthcoming to fly it with. The
mother did not have another spool to spare. The
boys were much disappointed, of course. But
Hop was not. He was more than pleased to
think that the kite had gotten away, for now
there was more of a chance for Young Wild West
and his friends to see it. He amused the children in another way fol' a while, and then he left
them and went to the sh/anty where Charlie was
held a prisoner. The man watching him was
sitting on the doorstep, and he moved ·when he
saw that the Chinaman wanted to go inside.
"You've been havin' a little fun with ther boys,
I see," remarked the bandit, as he lighted his
pipe.
CHAPTER XIII.-Hop's Kite.
"Me likee Melican bqys, so be," answered Hop,
Hop was satisfied that he had really found a smiling at him. "Me makee lill,:,e kitee, but um
possible way for his friends to gain admittance boys allee rnmee Josee. Len me make anothee
to the hidden valley, without having to fight their one, · so be, but no more stling to fly. Too bad I
way through the small doorway at the end of the Um boys feel velly solly."
canyon. He was not a very good climber, but he
The captive scout brightened up when he heard
hastened to go up one of the trees. He got as this, for he knew right away that the clever Cefar up as it was safe to go, and when he found lestial had been up to something· that was for
that he could look upon the ledge he gave a nod his benefit. Aftel' a while Hop got a chance .to
of satisfaction.
tell him what he had clone.
"Lat allee light," he muttered. "Me gettee way
"Misler Wild allee samee comee pletty soonee,"
pletty easy; but me no go now, so be."
he declared.
After taking a good look,. he descended the
"I hope so," was the reply.
tree, and then, going on around through the
Hop soon went out again and pl'oceecled to make
woods, he came out in the open and started back the rounds of the shanties. He finaily brought up
for the shanties. He soon s~d two little boys, at the one ·whcl'e Burton Vail and his daughter
who were the children . of one of the bandits. were confined. There was no one there to wakh
They were playing near one of tl1e shanties and, them but the wife of Carlos. But she carried a
smiling his best, Hop made his way to them. big pistol and an ugly-looking 1tnife in her belt,
They looked at him shyly, for they were not in so that meant ,that they. had no sho'.;1 to get a,vay
the habit of meeting Chinamen. But he soon got from the shanty even.
into their good graces, and then he began amus·" Velly nicee morning," said Hop, looking in at
ing them with a few of his simple tricks. Finally the doorway and smiling.
be suggested that they fly a kite. The little
"Vilbat are you doin' around here, you heathen
boys knew what a kite was, but they declared galoot?" demanded the bandit's wife. "I reckon
you ought to be tied up somewhere."
.that they had none.
"Me allee light, nicee Melican lady," declared
"Me allee samee makee one," said the clever
Hop innocently. "Me no tly to gittee 'way; me
Chi11aman. "Me showee' velly muchee quickee."
Before making the proposition Hop had made stay here and makee allee samee lillee fun for
sure that there was sufficient wind to fly a small Misler Cal'los and um men, so be."
kite, •and that it was in the right direction to
Vail and his daughter stared at the Chinaman,
suit hls purpose. He went to the shanty where not knowing just what to make of him. ' But he
they_lived, and the mother of the boys soon pro- shot a glance at them, which was mea:aj; to envided him with the material he wanted. The courage them, and it did, too. Once more they
woman was much pleased, for she loved her chil- grew hopeful of being rescued from their capoxen, and to see them am1Jsed was something out tivity. Hop took the liberty of sitting on the
of the ordinary. Hop soon constructed a kite, doorstep. Then he chatted away at a great rate,
which was of the Chinese pattem, and novel look- telling how smart his uncle in China was, and
ing to the little boys. Tying a spool of thread how exactly like him he was, until he got them in
to it, he soon raised it, and then he moved around verv good spirits. Pretty soon Carlos came up.
"Did yer git ther five thousand yet?" his wife
followed by the delighted children until he got it
well up over the ledge. This done, he gave the asked.
string to one of them and told them to go ahead
"No; it ain't showed up yet," was the i-eply.
and enjoy themselves. Some of the bandits no"An' it won't, either. You mark my words fur
ticed what was going on, but they never once that, Carlos. They're workin' some scheme ter
thought that the Chinaman was up to anything fool yer, that's what they are."
more than to amuse the children. The boy flying
"Well, if they are, they'll find out that they're
the kite thought he would let out a little more makin' a mighty big mistake, Sal. But stop yer
thread, and the first thing he knew the end was harpin'; I know what I'm doin'."
1·eached and it slipped from the spool. . The kite
"All right; I hope yer do."
drifted away, falling graduaHy, and soon it had
She was bound to have the last word in the
disappeared over the top of the cliffs.
argument, so the bandit leader let it go at that.
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"Well," said he, turning to the captives, "have
Dart took the paper and studied it out. In a
yer made up yer minds ter send out ther note few minutes he had solved the cipher.
"By jingo!" he exclaimed. "I didn't think
caltin' fur ther twenty thousand?"
"Not yet," answered Vail, shaking his head.
Charlie would ever think of anything like that."
"Well, Charlie isn't so dumb as some people
"Well, you'd better git at it, then."
"Lat lightee," spoke up Hop, just as though he think," "was the retort. "Here, Sheriff, what do
knew all about it. "You mustee havee allee you think of that?"
Sheriff Holbert took the paper and read it over
samee plenty money, so be."
He looked at Vail in such a peculiar way that and over. But he could not make out anything
Laura, the daughter, was struck with the convic- other than it was the scout's request that the
tion that it would be good policy to do as the five thousand dollars should be placed near the
door of the stone wall for his release.
bandit said.
"Just read the words in the capital letters,
"I suppose you may as well do it, father," she
omitting all the rest," Wild said.
said, turning to Vail.
But even then the Sheriff could not quite make
The mine owner was surprised to hear this
coming from her lips. He had been of a mind to it out. His three deputies could not, either, so
send for the ransom money right along, and it Wild then showed them.
"Oh!" exclaimed the Sheriff. "It says, 'Wild,
was only on her account that he had not done so.
don't pay. Don't pay. But try ter git in some
"Do you mean that, Laura?" he asked.
"Yes; I am satisfied that we will never get other way. Yer can do it. Cheyenne Charlie,
your pard.' Well, that's putty good, ain't it?"
away from here until you do."
"It certainly is pretty good! Now to find the
"Lat lightee," spoke up Hop again, and then other
way to get in. Come on, boys! We must
he winked at Carlos, as though he wanted him to not waste
any time about this."
1,mderstand that it was through him that the girl
Now they had something to work on, as slight
had changed her mind.
as it was, and they all felt that they would be
The bandit leader was inclined to think that able to accomplish something.
way, too, and he wo~dered why it was that the
"We have got to get up there somehow," went
irinocent-looking Chmaman possessed such a on our hero, pointing to the high cliffs above
strong influence. Sal was pleased when she them. "Well, let's make a try. We'll go along
heard the girl talk that way, too. She hastened to the left, for I think I saw a way to get up as
to get a pencil and paper. Vail took the pencil we came along this morning."
and looked at Laura before he began to write.
They rode back about half a mile, and then
"Do it, and it will be settled, father," said the sure enough, they found a place where they could
girl, as she caught a nod to go ahead from Hop. ride up the mountainside. A few minutes later
The mine owner lost no time in writing the they were going up in single file.
01der, and when he had it in his hands the face
"One thing that makes me feel good is that
of Carlos the Fiend beamed with triumph.
Charlie is all right," observed Jim Dart, as they
"You'd have been away from here days afor~ rode along. "I was fearing all along that he
this, an' it would have only cost yer half of ther might have been badly hurt."
amount," he said exultantly. "I thought you'd
"Well, I hardly thought so," our hero answered.
find out after a while that there was no other "I just had time to catch a glimpse as he was
way ter git free. Well, I'll stand by my word. struggling to get away from the masked men.
As soon ~s ther money comes you will be set He couldn't have done much of that if he was
free ter go where yer please."
badly hurt, you know."
The villain hastened away from the shanty to
"That is true."
find the same Mexican he had sent out with
It was a long and tortuous ride they had, for
Cheyenne Charlie's note. He soon found him, they were compelled to go well out of their way
and when told what was wanted of him the man in order to work around. It was fully half an
was perfectly willing to go.
hour before they reached the top of the ridge,
"Give this to ther galoot what got away from and then they found that they could get a pretty
us," Ca,:los said. "Tell him that Vail and his good view of the scene that lay around them.
daughter are both anxious that he gits 'em away They pushed on in what was the exact direction
from here. An' yer kin tell Young Wild West where the canyon ended in such a mysterious way,
that ther sooner he sends that five thousand ther according to the judgment of Wild, and in fifteen
quicker he'll see his pard out of here. Now go minutes more they were suddenly treated to a
surprise that came as a welcome. It was the
on!"
"Me gittee 'way, too!" exclaimed Hop. ' "When little kite that Hop had raised from the valley.
all um money paid, me go, too?"
It was just as the thread let loose from the hand
of the boy that the little object appeared only a
"Yes," answered Carlos.
couple of hundred yards from them.
"Jingo! What's that?" cried the Sheriff excitedly, as the kite fell toward them.
"Easy, Sheriff," cautioned Wild . . "Not so loud.
CHAPTER XIV.-Wild Gets Into the Valley.
If I am not mistaken, that is some sort of a
I.. As soon as the messenger rode away through signal to let us know the way to get into the
•the canyon, Young Wild West turned to Jim Dart place where Charlie and Hop are confined."
'and said:
The kite came on down, but they could not get
"Just read that over carefully, and then let me it, as it finally fell into a deep ravine a hundred
hear what you think of it, Jim."
yards behind them. But our hero had seen
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enough to cause him to make an investigation.

'fpat Hop had sent up the kite he felt cert!l,in,

and that it had a meaning was evident. The~
were forced to dismount now, as the way would
not permit the horses to go any farther, and on
foot the young deadshot led the way to the spot
the kite had fi:rst be~n seen hovering over.
As .Yqung Wild West reached this spot he was
suxprised to see a 1ittle valley, with a few shanties in it, lying at his feet. He could hardly suppress a cry of exultation, for now he knew why
tpe kite had been sent up. The spot was nearly
where Hop hlld climbed the tree, and when our
friends leaned over they saw the l~dg~ that extended along close to the treetops. They could
see over the tops of the trees, too, and after they
had seen Hop playing with the two little boys
they all felt satisfied that somehing was going to
be · accomplished.
"Well, boys," said our hero, after he had
thought it over for a minute or two, '.'l reckon
that some one has got to go back with the horses
and ride up the canyon. If we can get in this
way, it is hardly p1·obable that we can get out
the salJle way. We'll go out the regular way, and
the prisoners will go with us, too. Sheriff, just
appoint one of your men to take the horses back
and then ride up the canyon until be gets close
to the stone house."
"Well, I reckon Dippy Tom will be a good one
te1· do that," was the reply. "He kn'ows all about
J10rses."
'·~ut I'd like ter show yer that I kin :fight,"
sr-oke up Dippy 'Tom. "I want ter do my share."
"You'll do your share, and more, too, if you
get the horses up the canyon,. so we can ride
awa.y with them in a hurry," said Wild. "Besides, you may have to take care of that messenger, if he happens to come out again in search
of that five thousand. If he does come, it is for
you to make him a prisoner and hold him so we
will have one less to fight with. Do you understand?"
"I understand. If you say fur meter take ther
horses back, an' then fetch 'em through ther
canyon, I'll do it, Young Wild West. I'll do it,
,
or die tryin'!"
"All right. That's the way for a mil.n to talk.
Now go ahead. You have got a pretty hard job
ahead of you, for it will lie no easy matter to
lead the horses back."
After instructing the man thoroughly,. Wild.
nent him off on his difficult errand. When he was
out of sight they looked for 'a way to get down
upon the ledge, which lay about forty feet below.
"I reckon the quickest way to <lo it is to go
down with a lariat, one at a time," said our hero.
"Jim, just tie your lariat to that tree over there,
so we will be shielded from the view of any one
in the valley by that big tree that is directly in
range."
"All right, Wild," was the reply, and Jim soon
·
had the i-ope tied securely to the tree.
Wild lowered the 1·ope, and then swung himself
over the cliff and went down with the skill of a
citcus performer. The rest followe.d him safely.
"Nov,, then," said Wild, in a low tone of voice:
"the thing is to get into one ·of th.e trees, anct
'
then it will .be all right."
Wild now brought his own lariat into play and
soon lassoed the top of a big pine.
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"You first, Jim," he said, turning to his partner.
!' All right," was the fearless reply, and the .next
minute Jjm was banging over space and making
his way over the ten feet that intervened.
He soon got there, and then Wild nodded for
Hill to go. Then the .Sheriff and the two deputies followed, Wild holding the rope for them.
By the time Jim and Hill were on the ground at
the foot of the tree Wild was swinging toward the
top, he being compelled to go that way, as tnere
was no one to hold . the rope and nothing to tie
it to. But he made no miss in his calculation,
and, untying the rope for future use, he coiled it
and then descended to the ground. All hands
examined their revolvers, to make sure that they
were all right, and then Wild and Jim unslung
their rifles. They worked their way to the edge
of the woods, and were just in time to see the
messenger riding to the entrance to the valley.

.,

CHAPTER XV.-Conclusion.
As soon as the messenger had started on his
way; Ho~ shot a hopeful glance at the captives,
and then went outside. He decided to take another walk a1·om1d the valley, and it was but natural that he headed for the ~ot where he had
ascended the tree an hour or so before. He had
just reached the edge of the trees when a voice
·
called .out:
"Hello, Hop!"
"Misler Wild~" gasped the astonished and deL , +:ed Chinaman.
- · P,e stood Wild, Jim and those who had come
1 into the valley with them.
/Jell, we saw you1· kite, and we came right on
ii.~,<l fouhd a way to get here, Hop," said Wild,
smiling at him.
"Me velly muchee glad, so be."
Hop was not long in relating everything he
knew.
"Whew!" exclaimed our heto. "So Carlos thinks
he is pretty sm·e of getting the ransom money,
eh? Well, if ever a villain was mistaken, he is
~he one! I reckon he's mighty apt to get lead
mstead of gold. So they have got Charlie chained up, have they? Well, he will be free in a
very short time, I reckon."
"Me know um man whattee gottee um key to
um padlock, so be," Hop assured him.
"All right. Now, I tell you what to do, Hop.
Just go back there and tell Carlos that you would
like to show them a nice little trick. Have you
got the stuff that makes the smoke when you do
·
your disappearing trick?"
"Yes, me gottee evelyt'ing allee light, but um
big pistol and knife, so be."
"Well. that's all right. You don't need them,
for we'll do the fighting. You jnst get all the
men together that you can, and while you have
got them interested we ,vill come up. Do you
understand?"
Hop surely did, and he said so. He Jost no
time in leaving the woods; ·our friends waiting,
on the tiptoe of expectancy. They all felt that
they were going to have a -much easier 'time than
they had expected, since they- had the clever Chinaman to help them out. He soon reached the

/
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shanty where Carlos was waiting for the return
of the messenger.
"Um man no comee back?" he inquired.
"Come back! Why, he ain't been gone long
enough fur that. Jest give him time, will yer'!"
"Allee light. Now me showee velly nicee lillee
magic tlick, .so be."
"What are yer goin' ter show me?"
"Velly nicee lillee tlick."
"All right. Wait till I call some of ther boys.
I want 'em ter see yer do it."
Hop nodded, and then he cast a glance around.
He could see one of the bandits out near the top
of the wall, where be was watching through one
of the onenings that represented windows. The
rest wer~ scattered around, taking things easy.
But a call from Carlos soon brought them up in
front of his shanty. All but the man who was
guarding Cheyenne Charlie came. Hop soon
found that this man was the one who held the
key to the padlock that held the scout a prisoner.
He took a position so the majority of the men
would have their backs to the woods in the corner
of the valley, and then he started in to deliver
them a sort of lecture on magic. Finally he
lighted a cigar and then he was ready for business. He had already sprinkled the powder at
his feet, using more than he usually did, as he
wanted to make plenty of smoke.
"Me takee allee samee lillee tlip to China," he
saict, as he allo,Yed the burning match to fall to
the ground.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Carlos. "Watch fur him,
boys! That's what he done jest afore I nabbed
him last night. He'll show up somewheres else
when yer see him ag'in."
Up went the dense smoke, and it was so strong
that some of the villains got to coughing. By
this time Wild and his companions were nearly
to the shanty Charlie was confined in. They were
running hard, and when they suddenly saw Hop
come around the adjoining one and make for it,
they were elated. Up to the shanty they ran,
without being seen by a man in the place. But
two of th.e women and the children Hop had been
playing with saw them, and they set up a cry of
:fear.
"Get Charlie loose, Jim," said Wild. "Follow
.
me, the rest of you!"
Hop led the way into the shanty for Jim, and
,when the surprised guard saw them he gave a
iyell of ~!arm and leaped to ,his feet. But a blo;V
from Jim's fist knocked his revolver from his
hand, and then Hop had him. While Dart covered him with his six-shooter the Chinaman got
the key out of his pocket. The next minute the
cl1ain dropped from the waist of the scout.
"Here you are, Charlie," said Jfm, as he thrust
the bandit's revolver in his hand. "I reckon it's
going to be all right mighty soon now!"
Crack-crack!
"They're at it!" cried the scout, as he dashed
out of the shanty, leaving Jim to take care of the
_guard. But the boy was not long in :fixing the
villain. There was the chain and the lock, and
it was but the work of a minute to put him in
the same predicament the scout had been in. As
Jim rushed out, followed by the Chinaman, }1e
~aw the women and children fleeing for the adjoining hut. There was no more firing, which

plainly told that Young Wild West had met with
an easy victory. The bandits had been taken
completely by surprise, and when they saw Young
Wild West and his friends rushing at them they
hardly made a move to put up a fight. Carlos
was the only one to fire, and he let go two shots,
neither of which hit anything. The deadly revolver of Young Wild West covered him beforn
he could do anything further, and in a ringing
voice the young deadshot bade him hold up his
hands. When they saw their leader surrender,
the rest were glad to do so. In a few minutes the
•
bandits were securely bound.
"Now, Sheriff," said Wild, "I'll leave you in
charge here, while I go and look for the messenge1'. It may be that Dippy Tom has had som~
trouble with him."
It was just then that he was called by Burton
Vail, the mine owner, who stood at the door of
the shanty with his daughter, both of whom were
overjoyed at their rescue. It was Hill who had
called him and, after introducing him, the young
man said:
"Here is the boy who did it. Now, th"ank him,
if you want to thank any one."
It is hardly necessary to say that they did
thank him heartily. Wild excused himself and,
calling Charlie and Jim, went in search of some
Th't)y
of the horses. belonging to the bandits.
soon found what they wanted and, mounting,
they rode out to the stone wall. The man on
guard there had already been captured by the
Sheriff, so as soon as they unbarred the door they
went out· and rode on through the canyon. They
went on to the end of it and found that Dippy
Tom had about twenty armed men with him. The
latter constituted a posse that had set out to find
the bandits, and by good luck they had got there
just after Dippy Tom made a prisoner of the
Mexican. Wild was g'lad of this, fol' he now
knew that they could leave the prisoners· in
charge. of the Sheriff and go on back to Red Bird.
It was about one o'clock when Wild and his partners, accompanied by the rescued trio, set out,
leaving the Sheriff to fetch along the bandit prisoners and their wives. They reached Red Bird
without mishap, and that ends the story of "Young
Wild West's Toughest Trail; or, Baffled by Bandits."
It had been an adventurous time, all right, but
that was what our hero was always looking for.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AT FORBIDDEN PASS; or, HOW ARIETTA PAID THE TOLL."

GOLD IN CHICKEN'S GIZZARD
Mrs. C. C. Charles of Portsmouth, 0., is wondering if she killed the hen that was prnparing
to lay a golden egg. In the gizzard of one of her
backyard flock which she was preparing for a
Sunday dinner Mrs. Charles found a substance
which resembled gold. A test proved it was gold
and ·worth about $5. Mrs. Charles believes there
must ~e gold dust in the gravel in her chicken
yard. The gravel was hauled there some years
ago and Mrs. Charles doesn't know where it came
from, or sh~ would start hunting for the mother
lode, she says.
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check design "run" beyond all recognition. When
he put his hancls into the trousers pockets he
found the material so stiff the coat was lifted off
his shoulders.
Both men applied the fire test to the suits
which refused to burn, but smouldered with
noisome fumes.
Neither attracted much attention though they
walked along fashionable streets, vis:ted the
House of Commons and ate in a restaurant.
The suits are advertised as made of the "best
class of paper texture." Rain had little effect on
them outside of snoilin~ the colored pattern.
The "cloth" of which they are made has a
BOTTOM DROPPED OUT OF DEEGAN'S hard, shiny appearance something like that of
brown wrapping paper and the texture is that of
PASTURE
woven sacking. The cut and fit of
Twenty-five acres of Charles Deegan's farm, fine, closely
considerable to be desired unless
near Burke, S. Dak., suddenly sank thirty feet the suits leave
wearer has one of those perfect store model
one night, recently, and where once his best pas- the
on which they a1·e cut.
tm·e lay he has nothing but a lot of not very figures
However, after the expected chorus of conbeautiful scenery. It dropped straight down- temptous
merriment over the suits has run its
ward, leaving here and there pinnacles ten feet
is believed there will be a considerable
in diameter and thirty feet high. Geologists say course, itfor
them from men who are more condemand
that the land was probably supported in the past cerned
price than style and who might
with
in
emptied
been
has
that
lake
subterranean
by a
cents for a suit every week or two
60
pay
rather
on
this
base
They
manner.
some mysterious
to $150 a ye:;ir for the real cloth
$50
from
than
ponds
surface
low-lying
of
the fact that a number
kind.
and Jakes have lately filled up.
The sunken piece was the favorite part of the
GIRL SAVES PREACHER
pastul'e, and the night before the big drqp the
Miss Frances B. Holstein, a student at th-e Unicattle that usually occupied it refused to leave
the shelter of the farm buildings, bellowing versity. of Illinois, earned her scholarship and a
mightily and running back every time they were C_arneg1e Medal by methods quite out of the ordinary. She saved the life of Rev. Benjamin w.
driven to that corner of the field.
The Deegan farm contains a deep protected Soper, pastor of a small church in Florida by
canyon in which there are boiling springs, and quick thought and action after he had been bitten
flowers bloom in the canyon all the year and the in the ankle by a large rattlesnake on-e of the
grass is always green. Five years ago the. lazy, higl)ly venomous type so frequently met
birds discovered in it an ideal winter resort, and with in Florida.
Miss Holstein was one of a party which insince then thousands of them save the long Southern hike and nest there in their steam-heated cluded the Rev. Mr. S0per, Bishop Cameron Mann
·
of the Episcopal Diocese of Florida and others
apartments.
who were enjoying a picnic near Coc~anut Grove.
The Rev. Mr. Soper was bringing a pail of water
PAPER CLOTHES
Having solved the problem of the cost of men's from an adjacent spring when he was struck by
suits Germany is giving England the benefit of the rattlesnake. !3ishop M3:nn immediately killed
her knowledge. Result: one suit for 60 cents, a the snake, but Miss Holstein gave her attention
suit a week for a year for $31.20. There is only to the wounded man, whose ankle was swelling
one drawback to this approach to the millennium. enorn:iously. She tore up her skirt and made a
· tourmquet, borrowed a penknife . and slashed the
They are made of paper.
Quantities of these suits are said to have been wounds left by the rattler's fangs until they bled
ordered from Amsterdam by English wholesale freely and then sucked out the poison.
"You took awful chances," friends told her,
firms. One concern, which has received its first
consignment, has bought 40,000 and 10,000 wexe when she related the incident. "Had there been
the slightest abrasion in the skin of your mouth
shipped to India last week.
Several varieties have come over so far. There you would have died miserably."
"I never gave that a thought," she replied,
are morning suits, with black coats and striped
trousers, blue "serge" business suits, and a num- "There was nothing remarkable about it. I sim•
ber of patterns of black, white and mixed checks. ply did what any one else would have done had
Dark gray overcoats and boys' sailor suits are he thought of it before I did."
Other members of the party brought the case
also being imported.
Two enterprising newspaper reporters have to the attention of the Carnegie Medal official
given the paper clothes a trial. One walked along and Miss Holstein was awarded a medal and
the Thames embankment in a rainstorm. The $500 scholarship. She was given a choice o
bottoms of the trousers soon . were splashed with schools and decided to enter the University
mud and water, which made the beautiful colored Illinois.
;i

JAPAN'S SEA WEED PULP INDUSTRY
That the manufacture of paper pulp from seaweed is proving a profitable undertaking seems
evidenced by the fact, reported by Consul G-:meral Geo_rge H. Scidmore, that the only company
manufacturing this pulp is building another factory. This concern was organized in December,
19i9, and is producing, by a secret process, about
60 tons of pulp daily, which is largely used in the
composition of cigarette paper. The new plant
when completed will have a daily capacity of 150
tons of pulp. The present price is about 5 cents a
pound.
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BORN A PAUPER
-OR--

FIGHTING HIS WAY UP
'

By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPT ER I (continu ed)
A fiithy hand was stretched towards hia nose;
but with the ease and certainty of a practice( l
-boxer he brushed it aside and struck out at the
same instant, and sent his enemy reeling.
By that time the other was upon h:lm, and
abandon ing the original idea of tapping him on
the stomach , struck viciously at his eyes. Dan
did not have time to block this blow, but threw
his head backwar d and to one 'Side and escaped
it; the force of the lunge carried the sneering lad
past Dan, and as he went by the latter hit him
with such force behind the ear that he dropped
like a log.
The other one had recovere d his footing by
this time, :nd was about to renew the attack,
but .when lie caught sight of his p1·ostrate ally,
and saw the cool and resolute attitude of the
boy they had started out to "do," he paused.
Slowly his compani on got upon his feet. ·
The two bullies looked at one another, and then
at Dan, who was once more gazing at the windows on the other side of the street, and there
was somethin g so comical about it all that the
assembled bystande rs laughed.
"Say," roared a hackman who had heard the
talk and witn•se d the affair from the top of
his coach. "is it alive?"
"Does it speak? " shouted somebod y else.
"Maybe it would be better to tap him on the
jaw," suggeste d a messeng er boy, and then there
was another laugh, while Craps, in ecstatics ·over
the outcome of the affair, danced in glee.
The taunts of the delighted crowd were too
much for the two -bullies, and they. slunk away
like whipped curs, throwing back glances of
hatred at the victoriou s Dan that tol9- plainly _
e, ough that they would try to square the debt
with the plucky lad if they ever got the chance.
The whole thing did not take more than thiee
minutes, but in that time no less than fifty
people had collected in the busy st1·eet, and as
they dispersed Dan was approach ed by a man of
middle age, who was accompa nied by a young
girl of about the lad's own age. She was so pretty
that Dan could not helI> staring at her, but she
did not seem o:fl'ended by the prolonge d glance
l1e bestowed on her, and1 in fact, her blue eyes
were sparklin g with admirati on.·
. The gentlema n, who was well dressed and prosperous looking, clapped Dan on the shoulder in
the hearties t possible manner.
"That was one of the nicest bits of business
I've seen in many a day," said he, with an approving· glance at the boy's sturdy form. "Tho$e boys
acted like loafers, and you ~cted like a gentlema n.
I do business with this oank, and some day when

I've got time I'm going to have a good talk with
you. A boy who conducts himself like you do
should be encourag ed, and it may be in my power
·
to help you."
Dan.
said
sir,"
you,
to
obliged
"I'm
"And I will not permit you to forget it papa,"
'
spoke up the pretty young gfrl.
"I shall not forget it, Mary," said the gentleman, and. then he led the girl away, while Dan
s~ood agamst the bank and looked after them 1.mt~l they turned a comer and wel'e hidden from
view.
"Cra ps," he said, "that was a very pretty girl
and the ,11ame of Mary has a very nice sound." •

CHAPT ER II.
Dan Saves His Friend Fro,m a Heavy Loss.
Two d~Y_S later Dan was standing outside the
bank, wa1tmg for custome rs, when a hack drew
up at the curb and t he gentlem an who had snoken so kindly to him. alighted from the vehicle,
and then turned and helped his daughte r out.
Then they both turned at the same instant to
l~ok for the CO?Tageo us boy who had acquitte d
himself so well 1n th~ battle _with the bullies, apparently the same idea bemg in the mind of
both.
The gentlem an nodded in a friendly way as he
walked to;Vards th_e door of the bank, and Dan
bowed politely. His eyes were fixed on the gh·l
even as he was acknowl edging the father's noa'
and he flushed with ple_asure when the young lady
not only bowed to t.1m, but also gave him a
?right smile. Off went Dan's cap, and he bowed
m a manner that would have done credit to any-·
one.
. Then the father and daughte r disappea red withm the bank, and a cust?roe r coniing up at th.at
moment, the boy gave his ·whole attention to his
work.
He had finished his job and was standing with
his b<lx slung over his shoulder when the father
and daughte r came out of the bank. At the doorway the man came to a halt, placed his hand in
an outer pocket, drew forth a large roll of bill~
and handed ~he~ ove1· to the girl, who at one~
placed them ms1de the handbag she carried.
. All this, of course, should h.!ve been done withm the bank, where there is usually stationed an
_offic1:r. who eyes everyone who enters, and where
susp1?1ous characte rs are under surveilla nce all
the time, from the moment they set foot within
the doorwa~ , ~ut it is probable . that the gentleman was thinkmg about somethin g of importan ce
when he drew out the money, and fOTgot to do
.
the right thing at the right time.
bag
the
in
placed
was
money
However , the
and the fa.ther and daughte r started towards th;
curb, where the vehicle was standing that had
brought them there, but before they reached it
somethin g happene d that has happene d more than
?nee when people have foolishly exhibite d money
1n the street.
(To be continue d)
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES.
AN ELECTRICAL SHOE-SHINE
Electricity, operating through the medium of
the vacuum cleaner and the clothes-washing machine, threatens to put out of business the oldfashioned household worker so far as the matter
of supplying elbow grease is concerned. Now the
busy little motor is making gestures that indicate a desire to make an end to the business of
polishing shoes by force of arm. An enterprising boot-black of 42nd Street, New York, has
installed an electric machine that does this, and
does it well. So we may expect that eventually
the chap who smears blacking on his hands forthe purpose of getting the proper fine finish on
the shoes of his customers will do so no more, but
will be able to carry to work and home again the
most elegantly manicured of snow-white digits,
if his fancy runs in that direction.
MOTION PICTURES FOR RECRUITING
A two-reel motion picture film entitled "Troops
In the Canal Zone at Work and Play" has been
prepared by The Adjutant General of the Army
through the courtesy of Fox, International and
Pathe News Weeklies. The footage is 1,875 feet.
This film shows soldier life in tropics. The scenes
include excellent views of the Army posts and
their varied activities. Particular attention has
been paid to recreational scenes, including dancing, boxing and swimming. The film also shows
soldiers fishing for sharks and a very interesting
crocodile hunt. Twenty-two prints have been secured and have been distributed to a number of
recruiting stations for recruiting purposes.
THE SEVENTY-FIVE MILE GUN
We stated, in our issue of April 27, 1918, that
the Germans were p11obably using one of their
15-inch naval guns with a subcaliber tube inserted
to obtain the necessary length for the great range
of seventy-five miles. It now appears that they
did use several worn-out, 45-caliber, 15-inch naval
guns. They screwed on to the muzzle of this
great gun an additional outer tube forty-five feet
in length, and then inserted a tube .one hundred
feet in length, which was bored and rifled to a
bore of 8.2 inches. To the gun as thus assembled
they added a smooth-bored twenty-foot section,
the total length being 120 feet. This great length
was adopted in order to keep down the powder
pressure and the erosion. The guns, because of
the inequalities in the powder were erratic, and
it is believed that after fifty rounds they became
so worn out as to be unusable.-Scientific American.

240 meters high and cover a space a kilometer
and a half long and 400 meters across. Each
tower, which is supported on three legs, weigh$
550 tons, a quarter of the weight of the Effel
Tower.
This Lafayette station, as it is called, uses an
alternating current of 11,000 volts, with a frequency of fifty cycles, which can develop Hertzian
waves 2,300 meters long. The distance at which
messages can be picked up is estimated at 20,000
kilometers-about half the circumference of th@
earth.
STOLEN 18 YEARS AGO FINDS HER OLD
HOME
Advices received from Blackstone, Va., said
that Mrs. W. T. Rickard of Tonawanda, N. Y., had
succeeded through her brothers and sisters there
in establishing her identity as Lula Joyner, who
in 1902, when five years old, was kidnapped from
her home in Dinwiddie County, Va.
Mrs. Rickard was brought u_p as a child in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Earle in the suburbs of New
York City and was given the name of Zella Earle,
under which she subsequently was married. She
and her husband moved to Tonawanda, where she
received anonymous letters informing her of her
real name and where she was from. She sta1·ted
an investigation and with her two children went
to Blackstone to establish her identity. She does
not recall the details of her kidnapping.
At the time the girl disappeared, a neighbor of
the Joyner family was arrested and narrowly escaped lynching. Citizens were so positive that he
was guilty that a rope was actually placed about
his neck.

WEAR PLUMES OF BIRD OF
PARADISE
New Guinea is the home of a large percentage
of the world's birds of paradise, writes Niksah.
The supply of these beautiful birds is fast failing.
Not only do the women nf Europe and America
demand feathers for their bonets, but the natives
of New Guinea and surrounding islands make lavish us~ of the plumage a s head dresses.
In New Guinea it is the man who affects birdof-paradise decorations. The women, like the female bird of paradise, are inconspicuous in dull
colors.
To obtain the much prized feathers the New
Guinea natives set out for the forest, knowing
that the bird of paradise seeks to conceal his rainbow hues in the dense foliage of the trees.
If they can find no haunt of the desired birds
they start calling in excellent imitation of the
BIGGEST RADIO PLANT
The largest and most powerful wireless station shrill, ugly cry of the bird of paradise to its
in the world has just been completed near Bor- mate. This ruse is usually successful, and a bird
deaux, France. It was begun by American~ ac- shows itself only to be snared or shot down with
cording to American plans, and was half fimshed arrows.
In mating season the male bird dances before
at the time of the armistice. Now it has passed
into the hands of the French Government and the female he desfres as a mate, to display hie
will be used to send messages half way around beautiful feathers, and at such a time so absorbed are the birds in their own affairs that large
the world.
The antennae are canied on eight metal towers numbers are taken easily by the wily natives.
NATIVES
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ADRIFT IN MID-OCEAN
By Col. Ralph Fenton.

-

The following tale was told me ~Y a man now
far advanced in years, and as I hstened to the
recital of his dreadful experience, I trembled
·with suppressed horror.
.
A late incident recalling the story, after lying
dol'mant in my memory for some years, I determined to put it on paper.
"There were no steamers in those clays," · began Jerry McDo~ald, "and all those who_wishe_d
to enjoy the blessmg of the freedom of this glorious country were compelled to reach here after a
long and tedious passage in packets.
.
"When I was a lad of nineteen, a long projected resolution to come to America was suddenly seized by my father with renewed energy.
Our little farm was sold, as was also our horse,
our cows, and-what every Irishman is supposed
to have--our pigs.
"There were four of us, my father, mother,
1.Iike, my brother; and myself. ~assage :was ~e_curecl on the Fleetwing, a fast clipper bUllt ship,
sailing from Liver~ool, with a load of g1·ain and
pig iron.
"We had been out of port about fourteen days,
when indications appeared of a heavy storm.
"Night settled down, and the. darkness was
inky in character. So dense was it th~t we could
not see how fierce were · the clouds m appearance as they slowly settled dow,1; but when
rnor~ing broke 'the black scene impresse~ each
one on the vessel with a feeling of awe.
"Watching the captain carefully I could not
fail seeing that he was uneasy in mind, for he
restlessly paced the quarter deck to and fro, stopping now and anon to level his glass at a huge
mass of inky clouds.
.
.
"Once the mate approached him and said somethinQ' in a low tone, the import of which I failed
to c:tch, but I heard the captain's reply, which
was:
" 'Open the hatches at once, and order all the
men below to secure cargo.'
" 'To secure cargo,' I thought. 'Where and
how can danger come from that quarter?'
"I soon was destined to learn.
"Half an hour had hardly more than passed,
when the captain, who had been gazing like_ a
statue to windward, sudenly became full of hfe
1".nd animation; calling the first officer he gave
s cnne hurried orders, saying, in conclusion:
"'Be lively now, for the storm will burst on
us in a very few minutes.'
"Up from the hold the sailors swarmed, the
hatches were battered down, and then at a word
of command all hands mounted the rigging and
began shortening sail with all possible s.1:eed.
"Finally J saw afar off, so far that 1t was
b::tl'ely visible, a long, low, white line; with a
,feeling of fascination I watched it closely, nor
1·emoved my gaze for a single instant.
.
"Closer and nearer it came, but I stood still
and moved not until the captain laid his hand
on my a1:m, saying:
" 'It is not safe here; you had better go below:'
"I'd rather stay on deck,' I replied.

l
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"'Very well, but don't get near the gunwale
unless you want to be washed overboard.'
"Clasping hold of a 1·ope, I-watched and waited for the dread moment. It came very quickly.
The huge -mountain advanced with giant leaps,
and striking the Fleetwing on the quarter, threw
her violently forward and downward until her
prow was fairly beneath the water. But gracefully as a duck the vessel 1·ecovered from the
staggering effects of the heavy blow. The next
instant the squall struck her, and, ye gods! how
my young heart bounded in my breast! The
wind whistled through the rigging, and the notes
seemed those of howling demons. Wave after
wave now began to break over us with inconceivable fury, and the faces of all began to grow
pale.
·
"I heard the captain say: 'Neve1· before di<). I
meet such a gale; but we'll weather it if the cargo don't shift.'
.
"An hour passed and still we rode the waves;
another, and then I noticed a queer heeling over
in the vessel; the deck took a steep incline such
as I had never before seen.
"'My!" cried the captain. 'It's all up, we
will go to the bottom! ''1
"In less than a minute one of the wildest
scenes of confusion ever enacted took place on
the Fleetwing's deck.
" 'Clear away the boats and get them ready
for launching!' ordered the captain~ 'Also take
all the loose timber you can find and build several rafts.'
"Like madmen we all went to work, and swinging axes with a terrible desperation, hewed out
pieces of timber for the rafts. Our work was being· accompanied by continuous shocks as the
heavy freightage of pig iron in the hold jammed
against the vessel's side as each successive wave
struck heT.
"Rapidly we worked, for death was at our
heels; each moment saw the vessel heel over further and further, until so ,steep was the incline
of the deck that it was almost impossible to retain a foothold.
" 'Come, father, mother, Mike,' I cried, and
turning I led the way to the raft which I had
helped to construct; the vessel was lurching
heavily, and the captain cried:
" 'Get away as quick as you can, for she will
go down in a minute!'
"I had reached_ the raft and just ste_pped on
it, when looking around I saw my relatives not
lJl.Ore than ten feet away.
"'Hurry!' I cried.
"They hastened their steps, but too late, for
·quick as a stroke of lightning the vessel took one
flying bound and then sank forever below the
raft, and a few seconds later found myself above
water; I turned quickly, but the vessel was
gone; my parents and my brother were not to
be seen.
"In agony, I cried aloud:
"'Mother-mother! where are you?
"'Jerry-Jerry!' I heard above the howling
of the tempest, and turning whence the cries
came, I saw my mother's face for a single in•
stant, then it disappeared forever.
"The waves tossed me about fu1·iously, and but
for a rope fastened to the raft, and to which I
clung, I must have been swept away; clinging
there, I heard ~ wail close by, and glancing up
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saw a white, despairing face near me; I reached
over and clasped the hand extended, and in a
minute later it became my lot to rescue another
poor unfortunate, and we three miserable beings
clung to the rope and each other throughout that
livelong day.
"With the approach of night the 'storm abated,
and when morning dawned again the wind blew
gently as a zephyr, and the sun arose in a cloudless sky.
"All day long we kept a lookout for the boats,
but none did we see; their fate we knew not,
yet dreaded the worst, and when night came
three more miserable beings than we were could
hardly exist.
"Morning broke once more, and fondly and
Jong we scanned the horizon in search of relief;
but. no; the night shut us in once again without
a vestige of anything to base the barest hope
apon.
"Bill's eyes had become a blood--red, and had
in them a look whose appearance made me shudder, when on several occasions I caught the
bloody orbs fastened upon myself.
"Lying down on my back, with eyes closed, I
heard a footfall approaching me, and glancing
up, I saw, but several feet distant, Bill Salter,
with a Jong knife in his hand, which he was
about to plunge in my body!
"Jnstantly the full truth burst upon me;
driven wild by hunger and thrist, he was going
to murder me, and then banquet on my flesh !
"Sam Dicker was asleep by my side, and seizing him by the arm, I shouted:
'''Sam-Sam! Save me! Don't let him murder me!'
"With a bound Sam was on his feet confronting the burly form of Bill, whose eyes were dancing in rage.
"'What do you mean?' demanded Sam. 'What
were you about?'
"'I was goin' to put this under his rib,' replied Bill, :flourishing his murderous-looking
knife, 'and I mean to do it yet,' and he advanced
a step.
"'You mean skunk!' said Sam indignantly.
'Would you then kill the lad?"
"'Yes; some one's got to die for t'others, an'
it might's well be him. We've got to have somethin' to eat, so that's an end on't, and so get out
of my way,' and he attempted to brush Sam
aside.
'"Back!" cried my protector.
You can't
touch that boy unless you kill me first!'
"'Then I'll do that!' screamed the enraged
Bill. 'You haven't got any knife.'
"'No,' interrupted Sam, 'but I've got my fists,'
and as he spoke he planted one of them heavily
in Bill's face.
"The men closed at once in a deadly struggle.
I could do nothing but look on and pray that my
champion would prove. victorious. Bill swung his
knife fiercely around, and buried it once or twice
in Sam's shoulder, but he hung grimly on, and
finally, getting an opportunity, knocked the knife
from his opponent's hand, although he wounded
himself by so doing. The knife fell at my feet,
and clutching it, I sprang :forward to Sam's aid.
But ere I could do anything the wildly writhing,
twisting, bending, squirming men approached the
edge of the raft, and the next moment, making a
misstep, they went plunging into the water.
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"The fight was a fight to the death, and neither
would lose his hold, but they made furious attempts to drown each other.
"E~ch moment the raft was drifting away;
catching up the end of the rope that had done
such good service before, I put tlre knife between my teeth and plunged into the water; a
few · energetic strokes and I was near the comb.atants. Bill's back was toward me, and he was
unaware of his danger until my hand was raised
holding in it the glittering blade; he tried to get
out of the way, but too late; the gleaming steel
was buried in his body.
"With a groan he let go of Sam, who, letting
go in turn, the wounded man sank beneath the
surface; he came up once, at a little distance
from us, and stretched out his hands appealing
in our direction, ere he was swallowed up by the
waters.
"By the aid of the rope Sam and I regained
the raft; where, once safe, we dropped on our
knees and :returned thanks for our preservation
to Him who rules over all.
"We were weak almost to the point of death,
and knew that should not help come soon, we
m?,st perish miserably; a tho?,ght entered my
mmd to eat our· shoes, and cuttmg the leather in
strips, we managed to masticate some of it to· a
pulp and then swallowed it; it did not appease
hun~er, but it staved off the death that stared
us m the face.
"Another day went by, and we stretched ourselves upon the raft at night, knowing full well
that ere another sunset, if 1·escue did not come,
we would be corpses.
·
"Morning found us with throats swollen so
that we were unable to speak, with our tongues
lolling from our mouths, and our limbs unable to
sustain our weight.
"In this extremity, when all hope was gone
when we had become resigned to our fate, th;
hoped for rescue came.
"Lying directly in the path of a vessel, we were
discovered and picked up, and after a somewhat
roundabo~t course, I arrived in New York and
h~ve lived ~ere ever since. Years have' gone
W1thout blottmg from my memory a single incident of these horrible days; yea}'s may come, but
no~ one of t~em can ever _be affected, and to my
dymg_ day vnll stand prommently out my terribl@
experiences when Adrift in Mid-Ocean."
IN PRAISE OF THE PEANUT
'.J'he .peanut used _to be l'e~arded merely as a
tnmmmg for the circus. Smee the war it has
become a valuable food product. Salad oils
oleomargarine, soap and cooking compounds ar~
now made of peanuts. One company timidly experimented with a carload of peanuts ten years
ago. Now it consumes annually 300 carloads.
Last year 12 Southern States planted peanuts on
1,251,000 ac1·es and grew a crop worth $80,000,000
A peanut growe1· used to throw up his hat with
joy when he received $1 a bushel. Now_he hems
and haws when $2.50 is offered for a choice crop.
T~e J?epartm~nt . of Agriculture is now making
scientific stU<"hes to discover the best varieties of
peanuts for particular purposes and to develop
the best marketing systems.
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MAKE MONEY AS YOU WAIT
Detective . Sergt. James J. Gegan, with Detectives Cooper arid Newman of the Bomb Squad,
NEW YORK, AUGUST 20, 1'920.
recently, arrested Martin Kaleja of No. 2735 West
Fifth street, Coney Island, and Stanley Wailkus
of No. 22 Scho!es street, Brooklyn, on suspicion
TERMS TO SUBSCRIB:t:RS
of engaging in a swindling scheme. They are
Sln&'le Copies . . . . ........... Posta&'e Free . ...
.01 c~nts
suspected of having defrauded · Mary Petrowski
One Co1>Y Three 1\lonths...
''
"
.90 c~u.t&
0Jle Copy Six ,1ouths.. . ...
$1.75
of No. 122 Hough avenue, Bridgeport, Conn., out
One Cot>Y O.ne Year..... . . .
3.50
of $3,200 ·on Aug. 9 last. ·
HOW TO SEND lllONEY-At our risk send P. O.
According to Sergt. Gegan, the men brought a
Money Oruer, Check or Hegistereu LPtt(·r; remittnnces in
box with an electrical contrivance to the Bridgeany other wny are nt i·ou1· risk. ,v e accept Postni:e
port woml,\n's home and made her believe that the
Stamps the same D.J! cash. ,vhen sel)di11g ~liver wrap the
Coln In a ~e-parate ·piece of paper to avoid cutting the
instrument could change tissue paper into dollar
envelope . . Write your nnme nnd address plainly. Adbills. -They induced her · to lend them $3,200,
dress letters to
which they promised to duplicate. . Then, accordHARRY
WOLFF, Publisher
ing to Gegan, they placed the money ii:i the box,
which had a false bottom, and the lights in the
166 West 23d St., NP.w York
J:oom were turned out. When they were · turned
on again the woman was told her original money
and the new money could be .taken from the ' box
ITEMS OF INTEREST
the next clay. They wa-r ned her against opening
$40,000 FOR A HOG.
it sooner, because the ink on the greenbacks was
A thoroughbred Polan.d China hog, which Wil- still·wet.
.
liams Brothers bought fifteen months ago for·
The following day when the woman opened her
$265, was sold to W. H. Ellsworth of Goldfield, "private mint" she found nothing but a rbll of
Iowa, for $40,000, declared to be the highest price tissue paper with a dollar bill on each end. The
ever paid for a hog.
detectives say other victims of the "private min~"- ·
manufacturers include Joseph N orwitch of No.
676 Wales avenue, the Bronx, who on May 18
A LOST POCKETBOOK FOUND
In 1888 a man now living 1n the West attended lost $2,250; Anthony Botris of N'-o. 270 South
the Perry County Fair Grounds at Newport, Pa., street, Brooklyn, who 1ost '$700 last- Jul>7, and
and on tlie fair grounds found a pocketbook con- Mrs. Gharles Borbley of No. 25 Beacon street,
taining $5 and a small trinket. A Newport paper Newark, who lost $1,800.
carried under "lost and found" an advertisement,
inserted by W. D. Ballinger, of Millerstown, Pa.,
which stated that the owner would receive his
LAUGHS
property by identifying the trinkei.. Mr. BalH e-You look cold. Shall I take off my coat
linger stated that a friend recently -sent him the
pocketbook, the trinket and a $5 bill, with interest . and put it around you? She-Why take it off?
and money to defray the .cost of advertising.
"You college men seem to take .life pretty
ea_sy." "Yes; even when we graduate . we do it
by degrees."
SEA LION SKINS FOR SHOES.
Prince Rupert, B. C., July 22.-Preinier John
Redd-The doctor said he'd have me on -i:ny
Oliver's suggestion that sea lions in this p1·ovince be slaughtered and their skins_ used- for feet in a fortnight. Greene--And did he? "S\lre.
ma1dng sroes has met with approval of fishermen I've had to sell my automobile."
here, and plans. were 'Under way to-day for killing
"You say the Blanks are going to move ?" "I
the animals on a large scale. Fishermen pG>inted
out that killing sea lions also will save· fish in think so; they have begun to . scratch matches on
thE'se waters, for the average sea lion devours the walls."
fifty pounds of _food fish in a day.
"Were you very sick with the flu, Rastus?"
One fisherman recently killep 700 sea lions with
the aid of three companions in two days on the "Sick! sick man, ah was so sick ' mos' ebery night
ah look in dat 'ere· casualty list for mah name."
Queen Charlo.tte Islands.
·

E:

TUSSLE WITH BIG STURGEON
No longer is it necessary for Michigan ·fisher21,,en to go to Florida for big fishing. Asa Curtis
had all the thrills he wanted here one night landir. g- a ~turgeon. Curtis had been spearing in eight
feet of Water when he saw the monster. He
jammed his spear deep into jts head. Mrs. Curtis, who was with him, could not hold the boat
as the big fish spun around, but their combined
efforts 11fter a two-hour
ssle landed the big:fellow. The sturgeon was six~et long, weighed
102 pounds. Dressed it yielded fifty-one pounds
of sturgeon meat, twenty-nine pounds of roe.

"You say you have made money out of poetry,
girlie?" "Yes."
"Nonsen~e."
"No nonsense
l!,bout it. Papa has paid me_ not to write 'any
more."
Slopay received a card on which was engraved:
"Professor Brace, Antiquarian."· He knew no
such person, so his curosity led him to receive
him. "What is your business, professor?'~ he
asked politely. "I am a collector ,o f antiquities,"
answered the old man. "So I imagined. And
h.ow can I serve you?" "By paying a deposit on
this bill you have owed for more than threa
years."
·
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A FEW·, - GOOD l.TEMS
-

RATTLESNAKES KILLED
Rattlesnakes seem -to be ·more mmieroui this
year through ·the northeastern ·part of the St?,te.
Roland Neyer of Jiazelton, .Pa., whil~ fishil!g
. along the Lehigh River, killed one that had nine
rattles and a bu_tton, making the second he has
.··
despatched so fai- during the. _summei.
Osca1~ Schnauffer and his fathei- of. Weatherly,
whiJ-e lnin;ting groundhogs -n ea'r ' Penn Have_n , we;re
attacked-by a-y,i.tt1er, wl1ich they killed after some
mario.euv1:ing-. - rt is th·e largest ever seen here. abouts, 'havi ng twenty-one rattles ·and measu_ring
·• nine fe.et and three • inche·s. It · is _about three
-On ·exhibition at the .
. inches in diameter: and
"· ·
-Jlehf!auffer home.

is

is_h ed the purcha~e of 125,000 ac1·es of · land in
Mississippi at $1_8 an acre.
· The- colony will get away during July, and the
as
advance party will ·s tart putting up. buildings
1
quickly as _posstble on the U€W - location _in ' Mississippi.
FINDS COAL · •.
Farmers of Lampman, Canada; · will be usu1g
coal from .their own mine ;within .sixty-, <lays. A
shaft no-w being driven ·a,t thi~ city is f ol'ty feet .
. ·
· . .
from a coal•bed. .
Chemical analyses ·of -this coal show that it,- has
a caiorific value of in.o re than 12,000 British ther mal units and · its·· components are such as to assure a high ·grade; fi;ee :burning coal. The mine
will · be . operated · to a capacity ,of 1,00Q ton s
··
· _.. .
· daily. ,
· The mine was .discoverecL_by accident ·wheJJ- .a
farme"r. was . driJiing an . artesian·· well. ' .
The company is .o wned ancrthe mine will be
operated by the fartri·ers of, this district. Through
.the C_anadiau· National Railways, :whose lines pas_s
be . quickly
through this '. distr1ct; . the .. coal
mll.rkete<l and the qu_ant.tt~t lo'cated is ~o gr~at as
to solve the future fu.el:probl_ell?- of thts region.

WHY 1)0 OUR . HEARTS BEA.'I; FASTER
'
. . WHEN WE ARE - RUNNJ:NG?
.
you sta1:t rnnning, the· _braill _knows . at
once that your legs and other parts of .the body
will. ,peed. mor e blood to keep them going, and so ·
the brain sends down orders through. his special
nerves which ·make· ~he heart .beat ·f~ster to get
J>usy,, and they do. . Then . when y-ou stop. running; your -heart is; beating faster ·than nec(;!Ssary : and_ there is.· really an oversupply of blood
be~ng pu:inpeµ thfough y1)UT system for the _tim_e
being-; and that makes you .Ullcom:fo:r:table, until
..·THE w_iy ·To B~CQi\1E A MOVING PICthe brain sends word througl1 the otheT set of
nerves to the heart_to slow dowp. the he.art beat. TURE ACTRESS" is in "Moving Picture Stories,"
It'is better· to-.1,-top running gradually, to give the No. 326. Get a copy. Price 7 cents; po,:;tag-e free.
heart a . chance to get_ back - to its normal · beat ·
HARRY E. WOLFF, 1_66 W. 23rd St., N. Y.
g1:adually al so.-From th.e Book of Wonders.

·. wheii.

wm

GERMAN ACE' WHO SHOT DOWN U, S.
. - FLIERS IS KILLED . .
.
Confinnation has been received in Cob!enz, Germ-any, of the _killi_ng of Capt. "~>n Buechnel', who
was one of the most noted German aces during
the Woi-ld War, was famous fol' bis flying feats,
arid -who, it wa-s· claimed by the German troops,
l>rought: down a number of American _and- .British
·flyers, says t h e Amaroc News _of March 23. He··
was · o'ne of the fi.TSt- Germ;m aviators to fly over
Leipzig as 'a member of tl)e ' flying corps of the
Ebert gove rnment· troops. He was shot clown -by .
Red ti-oops at Leipzig. on March 19 whil'e making .
a low reco~noitering flight over that .city. His
bod-y was found later by gov-e-rnment troops with
bullet · wounds i:ri the head and neck. His plane
was d~sh"-Oye9: _ip. tpe c1·ash.
WILL

QUJT CANADA ioR ::M ISSISSIPPI

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"
SEMI-MONTHL y'·
- L.~TEST
·.. - ~

10 CENTS A COPY
ISSUES -

66 'rHE SECRET OJ!- THE S,EA.LED BOOK. b.v EtlleJ
.
Rosemon.
6,7 THE CLUE OF STEEf,, by WIU!s Lathrop. ·
ti& · ALIAS l,OUlS VARDON, ~Y Wi!Ham Ifamilton
·
Osborne.
69 MYS'I'ERY OF 'l'BE O,LD !l'IME CL{J'B, · bv C11i-oline
l3!ilgold.

·

·

-

!JO C:\-DGHT WITH THIC EVIDEC'ICE;· -li:v· Eth~!
.

_

Hose-

..
·mon.
61 A LITTLE GOLD' SPIDER, b.v Cecil Burleigh.
62 TBE VELVE'.lc TOUC'H. by J'nllan D'arrow,
63 THE_ CLUE OB' THE !tED_ LAM·P, by Cbai;Jes FuJ,
_ ..
.
.
Oursler.
~ 'l'HE SCHEM)il OF SOLOMON "SNARE, Jjy \Virnnm
.
·
,
Ham1lton Osborne.
. _·:_
'.fhe ,l'ain-ous Jletectjve Story Ou-t To-day In No. ,6tl le

.
'"QUICKER THAN THE EYE,"
·
· _ By ,'Ralph: Cummins_•
·
FRANK_ IJ'QUSEY, Pub,, 168 W •. 23-:i SJ., N, Y.

_
. DURING JULY.
Winp.ipeg, Ju_n~- .28,-Mennonites ·will leave
their lands-' in ·the· Swift Current distrist of Sas, ·-,,r,viOVJNG PIC:Tt:JRE ,STORIES" ~ bJ.chewaJl some tim~ i:ri July, according: to ,,an
announcement made t€l-\Jay' by J, E; Fi:iesen, ad- A ,veekly l\Iaga-~~ne Devotrul tli _Plu>to1,lays and l ' lay.-,·,_
ministratoi- of the colony, who ·11as ma!ie final ar-P RICE SEVEN CENTS PER COPY
ra:iigemerit5c for ~ sale of the great -q•act -o't . · Each n1,1mber confains Four StorieB of the B es t lt' iJUl•
land.. which has -been _farrneq on a community ba,- . · ori t1:ie Scrc.en~-E-lega'l_t .HnJf._tone Scen<>s from ·tlJ.;,
si..'> --f.ol', many_. years. · The Food Land Coµwa:ny: -Plnrs-Intet'!Pting At 1ii,-~ - _,\.botit.Promi11cnt·- People Ju
.' 'liilrns-c'-uoin_g<,- of Actors.· iln(l . Ac trcs~e/i · !Ji tbe
holds the,_aptieu and tpe sale is practically co:rnf tlir
•
k1t1uids· and :dJCJ;'§ons· in Seenar!o Writing., .-·
.. plete.d involving $5,000,000, including_the crop ..
Mr. Friesen said that the Mennonites had fin- HARRY E. WOLFF, Pub., 166 W. 23d St., N,· Y.
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GOOD - READING
AMERICAN COIN IN CLOTHES •
A Pole named Pictr Talla, traveling from
America to Danzig, was taken ill recently in the
Young Men's Christian Association hut, Waterloo road, London, and removed to an infirmary.
He had only two shillings and threepence in English money, but hidden in his clothing he had
twenty-two $10 gold pieces and paper money to
th~ value (}f $990.
· His shoes were found to be very heavy and
when they were photographed by the X-ray
t v:elve large coins, presumably $10 gold pieces,
were found hidden between the leather and the
sole of each boot.
FARMER'S WIFE REARING YOUNG DEER
.
ON A BOTTLE
The stock on the farm of Harvey Trump of
Gamble Township, near Williamsport, '·Pa., recently, has been increased by the addition of a
fawn which requires more care than any other
animal on the farm. When Mrs. Irving went to
the meadow field the other evening to drive home
the cows she discoveired a doe and its fawn in
the herd.
When the cloe saw the woman it ran and deserted the fawn, which l\frs. Trump picked up in
her arms and carried to the barn. The fawn now
occupies a stall in the cow shed and is being cared
for by members of the farmer's family, who were
shown by a game protector how to feed it with a
bottle. Three times a day the fawn is given a
bottle filled with warm milk.
For several weeks John Ely, als9 of Gamble
Township, has been caring for a fawn that came
to his farm for protection when its mother was
chased by dogs. Ely plans to rear the deer until
it is old enough to take care of itself when he will
release it in the woods near his home with the
hope that the present treatment will tend to make
it a frequent visitor to the Ely farmhouse.
GOVERNMENT

"YEGGS" TEST BANK
VAULTS
Government experts are emulating the "Jimmy
Valentines" of the underworld at the Bureau of
Standards in their effort to decide upon the type
of vault to be selected for Federal Res·erve Board
deposits. A number of vaults, embodying the
latest anti-burglar ideas have been completed,
and tests are now under way to determine if they
are sufficiently "proof" to be intrusted with the
millions of dollars which the board distributes
among members of the Reserve System.
The specimen vaults are of concrete, reinforced
with various materials guaranteed to discourage
the most' patient drill pusher. In some of them
sheets of case-hardened steel have been inserted
between layers of concrete, while iron rails, arranged in tiers, have been placed in others. A
quantity of hard glJl:SS is to be tested in one
vault the opinion .having been expressed that this
mate~·ial will dull the sl¥,i_:·q>est drill, while fusing
before an oxyacetylene id~
Dynamite and the mor~ strenwe:u.s "soups" will
be used by the Government experts,

every mechanical method yet put forward by the
masked cult.
BOY TREED BY BEAR
Robe1t Collins, 15 years old, lives in the village
of Hilliard, Ky. He has been in the habit of going out into the woods hunting for small game.
The other day he was looking for squirrels and
he went around the top of a hill about three miles
from town. There he met a big black bear.
·Robert had always heard of shooting a .bear behind the left foreleg so as to get to the heart,
so he fired in that direction. But the bear charged
and the boy had to run quite a distance. At last
he rcame to a small tree, the bea1· close on his
trail. Robert climbed the tree and fired his three
remaining shells at the bear. He succeeded in
wounding the big animal, but could not tell 1how
seriously, as the bear remained close to the tree
and showed no inclination of dying.
Robert stayed up jn the tree all night. He was
found early the next morning by searchers. The
bear was still there, but nearly dead from loss of
blood. The boy says he will wait a couple of
years before going where he is likely to encounter
another bear, but the people of Hilliard say he
made his escape as well as most men would have
done.
GERMAN MONKS IN SMUGGLING DEAL
The German crime wave efigulfs even the pious
monks. The Berlin criminal police have bared a
gigantic smuggling plot which a Bavarian monastery attempted -to execute.
The Monastery of St. Boniface obtained permission to emigrate en masse with their belongings and settle in Switzerland. /J.'he Division of
Capital Smuggling Surveilla11ce got.word that the
monastery head, Father Gabriel, had intimate relations with a Berlin Kommerziemat and two
Munich art dealers. Detectives then discovered
many huge cases ·being transported to the monastery shortly before the latter's departure. .
Father Gabriel lied like a Trojan at the German customs, and declared nothing but the monastery's legitimate property. The German customs officials passed the pious tourists with a
perfunctory examination. Then the Berlin sleuths
intervened. A thorough search of carloads of
monastery baggage disclo,sed hidden works of art
running into mlllions of marks, including a
Rafael, the "Madonna With the Infant Jesus,"
and "St John the Baptist."
Further, sewed in mattresses, the sleuths found
checks totalling 800,000 marks, as well as stocks
and bonds with interest coupons running into the
millions.
The Rafael alone was valued at
6,000,000 marks.
Father Gabriel was to have split fifty-fifty with
the art dealers and the Berlin financier after
smuggling the stuff over to Switzerland. Under
the third degree Father Gabri~ confessed and
excused himself by saying he had suffered heavy
losses in making purchases for a nunnery and
wanted to recoup his losses by his smuggling
profits.
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~ITS AMONG
SNAKES.
Dr. Marie Phisalix is making a
thorough s t u d y
of poisonous rept i 1e s and the
pr-<1ctical uses to
which they can
She
be put.
spends her t ime
·in the serpents'
house of the famous Zoo, the
de
Jardin
Plantes, w h e r e
she sits in her
laboratory w i th
her snakes, salamander s, singing
to2ds and grassgreen t ree frogs
about her.
s he
"Here,"
said, taking up a
lovely n ewt with
th e r esplendent
orange wai stcoat
whlch N -'l t u r e
give s him f~·
times,
courting
here is a gentleman whose poison is not in a
provided
gland
with a fang but
under his skin."
and she explained
that this device,
if it left him defenseless before
his enemy the
snake, yet defended his race,
s i n c e no snake
two
could eat
newts. He dies
from the effects
of the first.
Mme. Phisalix
is the only woman engaged in re.search work at
the Paris Natural History Museum, and she
holds a unioue
position in the
scientific world.
She took her degree at Sevres
Women's College
and was a professor of natural
science in different lycees, which
she obtair>ed in
1900 with a thesis on the salamander and poithe
sons from
medical point of
view.

To Men ·who
are Bald or
...
are Losine Send
Your Name and We'll
In

Solid Co1d

SoHd Cold

Their Hair

Let me tell you of my own case.
I was almost completely bald, and as
I had tried many tonics, lotions, etc.,
without benefit, I expected to remain
bald for the rest of my life.
But instead of baldness, I now have a
complete growth of hair upon my head.
This is all the more remarkable because
·
I am 66 years old.
The way that I obtained a perfect
hair growth was as simple as it was
astonishing to me.
While traveling I met an old Cherokee
Indian whQ. gave me a _pomade or ointment to use upon my scalp. Although
my confidence was meager, I used this
compound. He told me it contained selected components from the Three Kingdoms of Nature.
After several applications my looking-glass revealed a slight fuzz. This
developed from day to day to a healthy
growth of hair. Imagine my satisfaction in being able actually to brush the
hair where there had been a bare scalp I
Yet it was true. Soon I was able to
comb it-and I have been able to do so
ever since.
I traded with the old Indian savant,
obtainina- the recipe. It was crude and
the ointment was almost. nauseating. So
I had it modernized, by a practical
chemist, holdina- to the original principle, and now from the reci_pe a cosmetic
pomade is prepared. Men and women
have used it-and many are now doing
10. In numerous cases remarkable reaulta are being reported.
This ointment contains no alcohol nor
anything else that has a ter.dency to
dry the hair, the 11calp or the roots.
The way for you to prove what it
will do for you is to try it. I will mail
you the recipe free of charge. Your
own physician will tell you that it is
safe and you may obtain a supply from
the druggist. Or you may get it from
me. It is called Kotalko. A proof box
will be mailed, with the recipe, if you
send 10 cents, silver or stamps, to
John Hart Brittain, 150 East Thirtysecond St., BE-103, New York, N. Y.
This is a genuine announcement devoid of the lavish phraseology of the
usual advertisements, but it means exactly what it says, and I, being a business man of good reputation, stand
ready to urove it to you.
NOW, JAZZ 'EM UP, IOYS I A NEW AND NIFTY INVENTION
I
~
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Slide Flut.-Pfccelo. playod ln•lantly. 2 5c AGENTS WANTED
a·rEWART co .• SUK
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St .• N. Y. C.

Send You a Lachnite

~fu,~

~;tg:~s..,a
(J ~~~b1~ !i:'e~ n::::i~~~
0

l

Perfect flt, fine goode and tailorillll',
$20 oavinir, a.llow:r.ranteedornopa11.

Sample• Fr... Evu1 man wantintr to
Lres• well and save monE-y should write
nt once for our beautiful free book of
cloth umples and.correctfaahions.e%plain,___,.....,.,-inc everythine. Write letter or PoetaJ,
just eay "'Send me your umplea" and aet
everythina by return mail tree. Jmportant
~
to every man. Write today 1ure.

PARK T AILORINC COMPANY
Chica110, ILL

Dept 307

TOO FAT,-Z
Get a ,mall box of OIi el

Koroln (In c&1>1ule1) at &JlJ' .dna,

store. Follow aJruple dtrecttoDI
and reduce at loAat one po\llld,
ueraae, weekly under $100 1uarantee. Ab1olute1Y whole11ome; ID·
Tho fol
dorted by ph11lcl1.n1.
1ecm1 to melt away. By proper
roductton you will ma.ke wonder·

!~!~tJi.n ~11cf~•,l.,:nf.1;:;
{~f
life. Remember Oil of Kor•

Non-vurga.the; no tftyrold. .A.1
the druUlat.,'; or write 1ot
FREE DOOK to Koreln Com-

~ut~L~: !:i:f,:n1~~
:1:ri"de~
>~eN:~~:!;· t~tt.~~~~r!·
Every -over-stout man or
thin.
0

Jen1lnly-&nd stay
¥"1nan

should

lose

welrbt

•nd tmoron

»ert1onal1Q'.

HOWIO MAKE LOVE

CNliW BO_OK)Tdle how to Get
Acqµalnte<I; ,tt.ow to Begin Courtahip
How to Court i Jlaal.ful Girl; to Woo a
· Wl<l(?Y,)·Q yh1 ,1\.Reifcss; how to catch
a Ric13 ,~Jselorl Jl(l'IJ IQ m•nage your
betaio allelll1_1!f;,fi>p09e;howtomake
yovHellowor ttr IOYe yo'!.t whatto da
before and afttr he ived4J111, Tell•
other thlur• nece1auy foil X.oo,era to
know, Samo le cos,y by mall 10 ooata.
BOUL IIOO& W..- IIGJI ~. 19t. ltl'Wllk. ' i.

...

LI TT LE AD)S

Write to Riker & King, Advertisint Offices, 118 East 28th Street, New York City,
or 8 So11th Wabash Aventie, Chicato, for particulars abo11t advertising in this magazine.
MISCELLA NEOUS-Co ntinued
AIDS TO EFFICIENC Y
SUBSCRIBE NOW! Real .ll!all Or0er J,faga1.lno, 0

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. ·we re,ise voems,
months 25 cents. Georgia Scout, Ross't',\lle, Ua.
write muslo and cuarantee to secure publication. Sub·
real Saloma wl&rle.
mit poems on any subject. Broadway Studios, 16:SC, ORIENTAL DANCER I She does
Sealed 2!5 cents. Hamilton Mrr., Bunes City, Iowa.
Fitzrerald Bulldlnr. New York.
BOOKS AND PHOTOS-CAta lor FREE. United Saleo
AGENTS
Company, Sprln&flcld, Ill.
$1,000 PER MAN PER COUNTY-str&n &o lnnntlon
PERSONAL
startles world-aze-nta amazed. Ten inexperienced men
wire, write mo
dl,ldo $40,000. Korstad, a farmer, did $2,200 In 14 IF YOU WISH a p,·elty and w~alth.:,
encleslne- a starnptd en,rlooe and I will answer.
days, Schleicher, a minlsLer, $195 first 12 bours.
f,200 cold cash, mado, paid, banked by Stoneman in Lllllan Sproul. Station H. Clue land, 0.
0 days; $13,900 to date. A hot or cold running "ater LONELY MAI OEN, 26, would marr7. Write !or piebatih eQ.ulpment tor any home at only $6.:S0. Selfture. Box 150K, - Syracuse. N. Y.
hoaUng. No plumbin,r or ,vaterworks requlred. In..
Hundreds
Send no MARRY. Most successful "Borne Maker. u
Credlt &hen.
Excluslte sa.le.
v01tlrate.
rich. Conftdentlal, reliable, years· experience, descrip ..
money. Write letter or postal today. Allen ltrg. Co.,
''The Successful Club," Box :S56, OakUons free.
574 Allen BldJ., Toledo, 0.
CASH IN ON BONE DRY BILL. Make $8 a day easy, land. Cal.
\o'\'lll show you how wlth our Concentrated Pure MARRY RICH, hundreds anxious, dcscri'pthe list free
Small _packare\Va.nted e..eryw11ere.
Fruit Drinks.
satlstactloQ cua.ranteed. Select Club, Dept. .A, Rapld
just add water. Here's the chance or & llfetune. Orab City, So. Dale.
your territory. ·write Q.ulck. American Products Co.,
AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. i;~yptiall
SIXTH
23&G Amerlc•n Blda.. Clncinn•tl, O.
secrets. Black ar~. other rare books. Catalog- !re&.
Star Boole Co.. RK·E, Camden, N. J.
ART AND DEN PICTURES
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We rerl$e uoems.
HIGH ART PHOTOS-Be&u Urul Modeb in arU.Uc
write music -and cuarantee to secure publication. SubSend 10 CUI, for 1nin1ature sheet au.d price
l)030S.
Ill.
poems on any subJe<-t. Broadway St~dlos, 165(',
SprlncOelQ,
n11t
Co.,
Sales
United
list.
Bull<.llnr. New York.
SOMETHING NEW-Laree auto&.raph photoa:rapb.a or Flti,:erald
pric,,
to..
12
x
in.
o
SLze
Stars.
FJlm
ra.,orlte
you['
Thousands contenlal veople, \Yorth from
MARRY:
slze,
others,
have
25 ceots eaCh (silver). \Yo a.lso
$1.000 to $30,000 seeking early marrtace. descrlrHiou .
5.½ ln. x 7 in. each. ~end for list of plJf.J'eu. \\'lllhuu photos. lntrodurUon, (rre. Snlcd. Either se~. Send
?r1utdoon Co., Box 22371 Dorcl..iester 21. Mass.
no rnene.v. Addr~s<1 S:::tandard Cor. Club. Grayslake. Ill.
CLASSY 1irl vlctures-2 beauties 2:S cts.: stxt.een $1; GET MARR I EO - Jle:-;t .MaJrlmonln1 .Mag-01.Jnc publl!lhetl.
reruuded tf dissatisfied. Boseleaf, St. Louis. J.ro.
:Mailed }"'REI~. .Many worth from $l.OOO and umvartl
Klnd wanted to :et marritd, eithe:r sex. American Distributor,
REAL SNAl'PY l'HOTOS-Frenc h Girl Po,es,
Samruore.
want
~17. Blair~ville, Pa.
those-you'll
Suite
Order
pleases.
thati
1110 25 cents. Dozen $2.~0. <WO dozen $~.00. Catalogue MARRY-FREE PHOTOS beautirut lodies: desoripllons
Free. B:amlllon's Comuauy, Barnes CiLY, Iowa.
and directory; pay when married . Ne\f Plan Co.,
Dept, 245, IC•ns.as City, Mo.
FOR SALE
SILi< REMNANTS. r,ariest packa,es yel olfered. SQu>re MARRY. many rich. Particulars for stamp. Mrs. :Morrlson. 8053 W. Holden St., Seattle, Wash.
or stamped satin tree with nery packare. 15 els.
$Uk Manu(acturers .A~ency, Portland, Me.
IF YOU WANT a Healthy, ·wealthy, Lovine \\'i.fe,
-40,
8010,
20,
M. A., 4.214 California St., San Franwrite me.
LAND. in 1tlich1gan's best countie!.
acre hardwood tracts. $15 to $:J5 per a.ere. Easy clsco. Cali!.
r•a>·ment.s. Good for ~eneral crops, poultry, frutt. Blc MARRY. Thousands or people; all ages; worth $5,000
booklet free. $\,i:art Land Co.. )11263 First Nat'I
to U00,000; anxious for marria1e; wrlt& tor my 11st,
Bauk Bid~ .• Chlca&o, 111.
free. Ralph Hyde, D2 Minna St., SAn Jfrancisco, Callt.
GOING-100,000 .As. C. Spark Plu113 at 72 canto post- MARRY FOR SPEEDY MARRIAGE: ab,olute1y th•
Afass.
D&ld A. D. McArthur Company. Pittsfield,
best. larceat ln the country; itstablisheU 15 ,ear3;
thouso.nds wealthy members, both &exes, wlshlng early
HELP WANTED
marrla1e; c011fidentlill descriptions tree. The Old ReLADIES WANTED, and MEN, too, to address ennl- liable Club. Mrs. Wrub•I, 732 Madison, 02kland, eal.
opes and maU ad,erUstng matter ab home ror lar&e
Your "Jdeal'' awa!ts you. Confidential. Demall order firms, spa.re or wbol1 Ume. Can make LONELYf
scrl.PUons free. Hundreds rlch wish early marriage.
$10 to $35 , wkly. No capital or experlenl"t required. Mrs. E. Budd, Box 753, San lfranc:lsco. Callr.
Boolt explains e,erythlnt; send 10 els. to cover postage,
MARRY-MARR IAGE DIRECTORY with photos and
otc. Ward Pub. Co .. Tlltoo. N. H.
descrlptlons tree. Pay when marrled. The Exchange,
BE A DETECTIVE. Opportunity ror meu and women Dept 545. lCansas Clly, Mo.
T.
tor ~ecret im·estlg:itlon in your district. \Vrlte C.
SCIENTIFIC
Lurlwi.c. 521 \Vestovcr Bid.&,, Kansas Clty, Mo.
LIFE STORY 1n the stars. S•nd birth date and
RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn trom $110 to YOURfor
Shannan. Rapid Clly, s. Dale.
readinc-.
trial
dime
Unh00 per month and expenses. Travel lf desired.
llmlt. We tratn you. ASTROLOGICA L READING 1:lyen with Key to lloalth.
l!mlteJ advancement. No
10 cts. blrthdate, v.-orLh $1, Joseph L. Devere, 123
Po~ltious furnished under cuar&ntee. Write tor Booklet
CM 101, Standard Buslness Training Institute, Butra]o, " res t Madison ~tre-et. f'hlcago,
N. Y.
ASTROLOGY-S TAl!S TELL LIFE'S STORY. Send
blrthdate and dime tor trlat reading. Eddy, 4307
SALESM EN-C ITV OR TRAVELING . Experience un73.
necessary. Send for list of lines and !ull particulars. J'etrerson, Kansns City, !Jo. .Apartment
salarles-$2,500
blit
the
earn
Prepare in spare time to
SONGWRI TERS
to Sl0.000 a year. Employment ser•lce3 rendered memre,tse poems,
\Ye
THE WORDS FOR A SONG.
bers. National Salesmen's Training A5socla tlon , Dept. WRITE music
and :uarantee to secure publtcatlon. 8ubwrite
1G6K. ChlCtL&'O, Ill.
mlt Poems on any subject. .Broadway Studlos. 165C.
'
DETECTIVES earn bli money. Travel and good op- li"ltzprald Buildinr, :Ke\, York.
vortunltles. We show you how. Wrlte &merican
YOU WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG, we'll comSchool or, Crimtnoloa, Dept. M. Detroit, Mich.
pose the melody free and publish the eong eomulete.
The Lenox Company, 125th St. and 8th .Ave .. Bishop
MISCELLANEOUS
Bid,: .. New York.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We re,iH poems,
I have best propositJon.
write music and guarantee to securo publlcatlon. Sub .. HAVE YOU SONG Po~Ms?
rn Dtckens Ave .. Chico.go.
Ray Hlbbeler, DIO'
mit poems on any "subject. Broadway Studios 165C
'
'
Fitz~erald Bulldlnc, New York.
STl . .rvlERING
ELECTRICAL Tattooing Machine. $S, $5 and $7. Cata- ST-STU-T-T-TE RING f ;;(l stammerlnr C'Urt•l at home.
logue for siamp. J. H. Temke, 1010 Vine, ·K, ClnInstruct In boo~let fri?e. · "'alter l-lcDonnen, 15
clnnatl. 0.
Potomac Banlc Bldi .. 'Washfn1ton, T>. ~BOYS. get th.ls: Our latest catalo&' or ne" novelties
TOBACCO HABIT
no,., prfntlne-. Send 10 cents tor your copy. Empire
$1 It
TOBACCO or Snulr Habit cured or no pa.1.
Supply Co.. 24 Norris .Ave.. Pawtucket. R. I.
sent OD trial. Sµperb- Co .• PO.
Remedy
cured.
MYSTIC wonder P.ctu~s. they're gr•a.t: '2 packalt'IS Ba!Umore. Md.
St.,
Mulberry
25
89,
Dept.
Duroo,
10 cent•. sllTer.
No" York City,
TOBACCO KILLS MANLY VIGOR. Quit habit easily,
Any form, C'hevrln&', smoking or snul'l'. cured or no
ALL KINDS OF VALUABLE MAIL. Send 10 C&llto
(coin) today for them. Diamond , !fcOlll St., Wor~ C'harge. It rured, $1. ~lOO!t cra vlne-. llarrnlt-•n. Full
remedy on trial. Parkins Co., B·H BasUogs, Nebr.
coater, Ma...
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AMERICA NS
KILL GIANT
CANNIBA LS.
Chester Ober,
geogr.apher with
the expedition of
Dr. Alexander H.
South
Rice in
A1nerica, in a letter received by
his parents at
Newport, s a i d
that two natives
were killed by
and
Rice
Dr.
Ober in warding
off an attack on
the party.
Ober described
the natives as
"cannibals, scantily clad," and as
ferocious
"very
and of large stature.''
The lette:r told
of the trip 11p the
Amazon River to
the Negro, and
thence up a tributary of the latter river, where
octhe attack
curred. The attacking p a r t y
leaped from the
brush on the river bank toward
expiorers
the
and were frightened away by the
p.arty firing shots
in the air.
The natives
apparently t o o k
to ambush, Ober
because
said,
later they made
attack.
another
Ober wrote thdt
he and Rice fired
at them this
time, killing two.
On the advice of
guides the expedition turned
back.
Accompany ing
Dr. Rice is his
wife, the forme
Mrs. George D.
Widener, of PhilAcadelphia.
cording to Ober's
father, the party:
is on its way:
back to th
U n i t e d StaL1,.s
and expact.s to
arrive on May 15

ere is a speof crab, innous to the
d of M.aurithat habitY holds a seamone in each
w, using them
umably
as
pons of dese- one aniusing anothas a utensil l
are, howsomewhat
ilar instances
·te as curious.
is that of an
t of the East
1es that builds
lters of leaves
ose edges are
ened togethwith
s i 1k
es.
The origin of
s silk had long
zled the entologists.
The
t has no spin·ng glands of
y kind at adult
age. Holland, of
Balangoda,
and
Green, of Paroieniya,
Ceylon,
rerifying old and
Incomplete observations made in
ndia,
have
proved that the
working ants, in
order to spin the
thread that fastens the edges of
the leaves, make
use of the larvre
of their own species, which they
'hola in t h e i r
aw s,
moving
them about with
skill in all directions and .afterw a r ·d returning
them to the nest
when they have
finished
w i th
them.
Chun
has
shown, in a study
of the anatomy of
these larree, that
they p o s s e s s
spinnerets of unusual size after
ae rv in g
the
adults as distaffs,
IO to speak.

OLD COlNM WANTJl:Ji
f2 tn $500 EACH paid tor Hundred• et
Coins <lated before 189:S, Keep ALL el•
Money. You may have Coins worth •
Large rremium. Sen!l 10c. tor n,w
Illustrated Coin Value Book, size ixG.
Get Posted at Once.
OLARKE COIN CO., Box 35, Le Ro7, N. Y.

$

VENTRILOQIJISM

t!i;W.!1~':!.!;1fo':e"..~rc~~ . ~:~~

Be..
B.A.Smitb,rm.R 682.801 Bi&'elow St.,Peoria,Ill

BIG VALUE for~ IOCts.

6 Songs, words and music; 25 Pictures Pretty Girls;40 Ways to Make
Monev; l Joke Book: l Book on
Love; l Magic Book: l Book Letter
Writing; l Drum Book and For•
tune Teller; 1 Cook Book; l Ba1e
Ball Book, gives rules for games; l
Toy Maker Book: Language of
Flowers; 1 Mor&e Telegcaph Alphabd; 12 Chemical Experiments;
J\l!lgic Age Table; Great North Pole
Game; JOO Conundrums: 3 Puzzles;
12 Games; 80 Verses for Autograph Albu,ns. • All
the above by mail for J.O eta. and :, ch. pootage.
ROYAL SALES CO., Box !n , S.utb Norwalk, Conn.
0

•

1P.Ya~!t.gPL~J,,:.~t-~!!~!~~~.t:.!!~!!:

• lAd.J eb... 14 llu&c• R•r B•ll le mat. klm Pf'OpoM Karrlap.
•B•• wOat<ih•Rlob.BMhlor• .,Bn to WID ib• rinorotl.ad1.,.
fl'WtdcUa1Sdq.."4,h.,k AUtullJ..-.lltlJf"lto lo.-,n. 2SC POSTPAI 0

PrtDII(

SAMPLE'S FREE f"!E!~c~~g~s.

cloth samples 1D
all the latest colors, patterns, and weavesthe fl.nest quaUtytbatmoneyoan buy. Even
garment made to your measure, guaranteed
tas~ color and delivered tree. No t1lra ch1rg11.

Your
Suit Won't Cost a Cent
It you have a few bourssparetlmeyourow n

liUit won't cost a cent. We are paying good
men 110.00 to $60.00 a week tor au or spare
time. No experience needed. Send no
money-just your name and address.

LINCOLN WOOLEN MILLS CO., Dept 472

·1

WARD PUB. CO., TILTON, N. 1I.

Dtllnr,

CHICAU

G01 re

CuNdat
No
palo.

home;
wont
No coot
If ftcues.
failo.

t:tt.--1~°-:'1u!:, :.:d~=

I

ffi't..a-:-.~~~~~

W~RN fNG
In kee,lng your bowels re1ular dG aot
beoome addlc-.ted to
WE'&k:enine: purgatlvl'S
or mineral luntiv05; Just try K0H0LAX;

sate, a:enUo, wholesome, Best and roes
farthest. Obtainable at bus:, druggists, every-

where. Korolax 1s reltef tor miiny a11ments,
tncludlng coosUpa.Uon, headaches. db:Z)'
s1tells, betchlna, a:u, heartburn, torpid U,er.

Jt~. b;i::it,, :Ur:f:ie:-ddr~:rc!i· i:11~~:::
0

WbyahortenYOURllf'et Aval•

C.'IGARETTE
HAB•T

Del'YOuaaeaa or al••pl•••A•Hi
melucboly. heart and eY•
weall:aeaa, Jou of yfro,r

SORENESS

HEALED

•tom.·

r-:~t
f'~•~t:::1:.~:\~.r 1Y'l,CJ}t-:~:-:c.~i•. D\~i1!t:l!::
tranquri. Reraln wlll-y:wer and rn.anb •trenath. o... rcom• amokl~
i!/~REW\&ilf~i~:j! ~08o~l:11~tlli:l~%o~F~V~ :'a~

Sor. or ope11 less, ulcer•, enlariced Teinl,
eczema healed wlllle :,o. wort.
Write fol
free hool- and deccrlhe :,o•r own case.
A. C. Llepe, 1457 Green Bny Av., Mllwnukee,Wl1.

The lettere ot the alphabet are numbered: A le 1; B 2: C s I D f,
---~.--.....-.. and ao on. The figurea In the Utile equarea to the left repreaen\
four words. (20 le the letter "T"). What are the folll' worda? Can
you work It outP If 10, send your answer quick. Surely :,ou
want Chia line, new Ford auto. Send no money with solution.

' SEND ANSWER TO-DAY
We not only rtve away thb Ford auto, but hundreds of dollars In cash and
scores of other valuable prlus. Bicycles, Guns, Watches, Talking Machines,
aometblng for evuybody. Everyone who answers this can have a prii:c of some
tort. Tbc.re arc nolo,ers. Nothing difficult to do. E•erybody wlm. Someone rets tbll a.cw 19s9 Ford Auto free. Why a.ot yout Addre5S

" /

MUSK FOR PERFUMES A CHINESE EXPORT

WILD

WEST

WEEKLY

- - LATEST ISSUES - 917 Young Wild West Ou a Golden Trail i or, The Mystery ot M\
Pass.
~
918 Young Wlld West Fighting the Indians; or, The Uprising o!
UteR.
019 Young Wild West Ou a Cattle Range; or, Arleta aud the "
Cowboy.
920. Young Wild West's Gallop for Glory; or, The Death of Ace H
IJ21 Young Wild West's Silver Search; or, Arletta and the
·
Treasure.
922 Young Wild West at Death Gorge; or, Cheyenne Char
Hard -Pan HH.
023 Young Wild West and "Monterey Bill"; or, A.rietta's Garn
:mntr.
924 Young Wild West and the Deadshot Cowboys; or. A High
'l'itue at Bu cklui:-lloru Ranch.
925 Young Wild West's Cavalry Charge; or, The Shot That S11
Arletta's Life.
926 Young Wild West's Three-Day Hunt; or, The Raiders of.
Ravine.
927 Young Wild We8t and "Silver Stream"; or, The White Girl
t!ve of the Sioux.
928 Young Wild Wc,-.t and the Disputed Claim; or, A.riettn·s Col
029 Y:t~;;eiv'Ud W£'~t nod the Greaser Guide: or, Tbe Trnp 'l' '
Failed to Work.
lJ30 Young Wild We,t's Ripping Round-Up; or, Aricttn'R Pr,,·
Perl!.
For sale by all uewsuealers,, or _.ill be sent to noy address 1
receipt of t>rice, 7 cents per co1>Y, In money or postage st.,m 1,,;,. b. 1
1''RANK '.l'OUSEY, Pub., 168 West 23d st .. New York.

A newly discovered perfume extracted from seaweed was sold in
France recently at $5•.a drop. It is
said to take one ton of seaweed to
rnduce five drops.
P
Musk, so importnat to the perfumery compounder, is a secretion of the
male musk deer. Three kinds of musk
are distinguished in commerce the
most important and valuable being
.
T k'
k ·
d
th e Ch1nese
or on m mus , 1mporte
principally from Shanghai. It is put
up in small tin-lined caddies, each
· ·
contammg two or t h ree musk po d s.
These are generally adulterated with
dried blood, fr.agment:s of leather,
leaden pellets, etc., so that often little
more than the original scent remains.
T-he Chinese pods vary greatly in
value, according to quality and genuiness. Some musk collected from the
western Himalayas is exported from
India. It is much les~ prized than
genuine Tonkin musk. The third va- =============== ============~
riety, known as K11bardine or SiOUR Ti:N-CEN~
T HAND BOOKS
i,
berian musk, is exported from CenLtral Asia. It is in large pods, said No. 7-l. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORREC'.l'LY.-Couta[ni ~.
to be yielded by a distant species of full instructions for writing letter8 on almost any subject: also ru.;, ,
deer, and is very inferior. Good musk for punctuation and co mposition, wltl.l specimen letter8.
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l
d
No. 75, HOW TO B.ECOJ\IE A CONJURE.R.-l'outoluiug tric
is of a d ark purp Iis co or, ry, with Dominoes,
Dice Cups nod B:i.lls, Hut,;, etc. .Mtlll.Jrad n_r.: tbirt
smooth and unctuous to:,the touch and six Ulustratlons. By A. Anderson.
bitter in taste.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY 'l'HE HAND.-Conta·
·11 d" t· tl lug rules for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the band. or t
A grai~ of ~us k _wi
IS me _Y secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events bv a
scent millions of cubic feet of au- of moles, marks; scars. etc. Illustra ted.
without any appreciable loss of No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRIOKS WITH CARDS.-Coutai~
· ht
d ·t
t ·
t 1
e- iug deceptive Card Tricks as perforru;,d by leading conjurers anf
we1g , an l s seen 1.s no on Y pen
magicians. Arrnnged fot· home amusement. Fnl!y illustrated.
tr.ating but more persistent than that No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACI{ ART.-Containiu::,; a compled
of any other known substance. As an description of the mysl~rle~. of i\lagic anrl Sleight_-of-b:md, foi:ethei
· ""-dient in perfumery its powerful · with many \\onderful experunents. By A. A.nder,ou. __ !llus,rated.
Ing,._
.
.
No. 79. HOW TO BECO:u.E AN ACTOR.-Contnrnrng complet
and endurmg odor gives strength and instructions bow to make up for various characters on the stage
permariency to the vegetable essences, together with the duties of the Stage l\Ianager, Prompter, See
so that it is used in nearly all com- Ar~t.t si~ d ot~op~~i.i:'i!~is• JOKE BOOK.-Containing the lat
pounded perfumes. Musk, or some jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of tllis world-reuowued Germa
substance possessed of the musk odor, comedia n Sixty-four pages; handsome colored cover, containing
• J
t · d 1· 11 glands in the J·aws half-tone photo of the author.
lS a so_ con ame
.
No. s1. HOW TO MESUERIZE.-Containing the most approve
of alligators and crocodiles, :vhence . method of mesmerism; animal magnetl$m, or magnetic healing. _B
it has been extracted for use m per- Prof. L~o Hugo Koch, A..C.S., author of "How to Hypnotize." etc.
fumery in Indi.11 and Egypt. The musk 1 No. 82. HOW TO D!) PALl1:fSTRY.-Conta1ning the most_ n n
.
d E
proved methods of reading the llnes on the hand, to~ctber with a
ox and the India~ an
.ur~pean full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining phrenotoi:-.v, and
muskrat are, as then- names md1cate, the key of telling characters by the bumps on the head. B.v Leo
remarkable for the odor.
Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Fully illustr11te~.
·k deer diffei·s from the typi- For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any addreu .,.
Tl1 e m us
b
f h d
f
.
d
receipt
price, lOc. 1>cr copy, or 8 for 25c., in money or posta.re
ca1 mem ers o t e eer am1 1y an stamps, of
by
•' _;
stands by itself as an isQlated zoologiFRANK TOVSEY.._ Pub., 168 west 2sd st .• New York.
cal form, as both sexes are entirely
devoid of any sort of frontal appen' dage and the upper canine teeth of
the males are remarkably developedHOW TO
long, slender, sharp-pointed and gentWRITE THEM
ly curved, projecting downward out
By JAMES P. COGAN
•
Price S5 Cents Per Cop7
of t4e mouth, with the ends turned
This book con talus all the most recent chani:es in the method
somewhat backward.
o! construction and submission ot scenarios. Sixty Lesson&,

I

SCENARIOS

"My dear, would you have time to
sew a button on for me before you
go?" I've told you before, Alfred,
Jane will do it for you. Please remember you manied a typewriter, ·
not a sewing machine."

covering every phase of scenario writing, trom the most ele·
mental to the most advanced principles. This trentlse covers
everything a person must know In order to make money as a
successful scenario writer. For sale bJ' nll News-dealers nod
Book-Stores, Ir you cannot procure a copy, send us the price.
85 cents, in money or postage stamps, and ,ve wlll mail yo u one,
po stu ge free. Address
L. SE:',"AIU,:"iS, 2l9 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y,

